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Energy Tsaravitch?

Joins Energy Parley
training people in the United States
"In Turkey," Lockwood said, in what to look for, how to move
"75% of what people earn goes to
in a different culture, and how to
President Lockwood recently pay for fuel, and they can't afford
be sensitive to particular contraveled to England to attend an this."
ditions.
international conference on small
VITA is interested in renewable
"There are so many factors you
scale energy sources for developing sources of energy, i.e. sun, wood,
can't
always anticipate," Lockwoods
countries, sponsored by the In- dung and wind. The association
termediate
Technological recently developed a windmill in said. "You have to figure out how
to interest the people of a par- ,
Development Group.
Tanzania. "The windmill must be
Lockwood's concern for world specifically designed for the type of ticular country and learn how to '
energy problems is evident in his winds they get over there," Lock- work within their culture," Lockdedication to Volunteers in wood explained. "The trick is to wood used solar cookers which
Technical Assistance (VITA), a use durable equipment which is were used in Morocco as aa
private, non-profit organization suitable for their conditions and example of the types of problems
that can arise when working in a
•§ which, since 1960, has supported readily repairable." According to
attempts to solve technological Lockwood, if the country builds a different country. Firstly, the mate
problems faced by developing device from materials which can be meal in Morocco is at night. The
second problem was a political
areas.
obtained in that country, they have one. The chief of the province was
VITA provides information and a good chance of being able to in favor of the cookers, so his
aid to help these areas to choose maintain it.
neighbors did not approve of them.
and implement technologies apAlthough in the long run the
The
Sudan
95%
of
the
fuel
is
propriate to their particular
wood. "The wood will run out in program would have saved money,
conditions and problems.
it still did not work. Approximately
Lockwood was asked to attend about twenty years," Lockwood 750 solar cookers will be tried out
said.
"And
that
means
a
crisis."
the conference along with the
in Upper Volta.
technical director of VITA to help They need to reduce the amount of
Lockwood explaned that we
fuel
to
50%"
he
explained.
examine the relationships made
According to Lockwood the consider the oil crisis in the U.S. t<fc
between colleges and universities
to tackle the problem of small scale difficulty in creating new energy be bad, but that the least developed
energy use. "VITA is looking for techniques for other countries such countries are most affected, since
things that can go into rural areas," as Turkey and The Sudan is not a they have no excess income. India,
President Lockwood said. "For technological -one. "You have to for example, depends on diesel oiF
example, how do we get energy to work within the limits of a par- and does not have much firewood,
the farmers in India?" VITA is ticular country and adapt to its or enoughtnoney to invest in alterinterested in energy devices which particular conditions," he ex- native sources.
cont. on p. 4
can-be built quickly and cheaply plained. The difficulty also lies in
By Cindy Leinwand

While most of us were playing during Christmas Vacation,
President Lockwood attended the VITA Small Scale Energy
Conference in England.

2 Trustees Named
On January 20, the Board of
Trustees asked Donald G. Conrad
and Jason M. Elsas, Jr. to join the
body. Conrad becomes a charter
trustee while Elsas starts as a term
trustee.
As a charter trustee Mr.
Conrad will serve until retirement.
He received his B.A. from NorW*i*UuXlai*mft!r ift 853 and
went on to get his M.B.A. from the
University of Michigan in 1957.
From school he went to work for
the Exxon Corporation and
subsequently transferred to Aetna
Life and Casualty Company where
he now serves as chief financial

officer. Conrad is in charge of
financial
and
investment
operations and has responsibility
for the corporate planning and
comptroller departments. He
makes his home in Simsbury, Ct. \
Mr. Elsas was elected to the
position of term trustee and will
serve for a period of eight years. He
had beginnings here at Trinitv
graduating- in 195& us. a history
•major. Living in Ridgewood, NJ.,
Elsas is a general partner in the
investment banking firm of
Salomon Brothers in New York
City. Elsas was a sponsor in the
recently completed Campaign for
Trini.ty Values.

Upward Bound
Serves Community
By Jon Zondennan
During the past 15 years much
of the legislation of the Great
Society of Presidents Johnson and
Kennedy has been dismantled by
subsequent
presidents and
Congresses.
One program which has stuck it
out since its inception 13 years ago
is the Upward Bound program.
Although on the surface there is no
real excitement to Upward Bound,
the genera! consensus is that it
continues to be a strong and viable
program.
Upward Bound was conceived
in 1965, as a summer program to aid
high school students who, because
»f the poor quality of their school,
combined with other factors, were
not considered good prospects to
continue their education after high
school, if indeed they graduated at
all.
Trinity has run an Upward
Bound program for six years. The
Trinity program is one of four
Upward Bound programs in the
state, and the only one located in
an urban-center. The other
programs are at the University of
Connecticut at Storrs, the
University of Fairfield, and
Wesleyan.
Trinity's program benefits
about 140 Hartford high school

students, 90% of whom are
minority students.
The youngsters are recruited
into the program in the second half
of their ninth grade'"year. They
spend six "weeks in the summer
after their ninth grade year on the
Trinity campus. They will also
spend time at Trinity the summers
after their tenth and eleventh grade
years.
In the tenth grade they begin
attending once a week tutorin"
sessions at the campus, which also
continue
throughout
-their
remaining years in high school.
During the second half of their
eleventh grade year, they receive
extensive preparation for the
SATs.
Trinity's Upward Bound
director, Bill Guzman, thinks the
success of the program is
dependent on many things.: Most
important is the size. The Federal
Office of Education has mandated
that no Upward Bound program
may be larger than 150 students.
In addition to the small number
of students, and the concomitant
low student-teacher ratio, is a
strong network of counselors and
tutors within the high schools, who
help Guzman to monitor each
student's performance and stay on
cont. on p. 4

This is not the student van. It was stolen.

photo by Bd Hing-Coon

Student Van Nabbed, Rifled
ByKclthW.McAteer
During the Christmas break the
Trinity College van was stolen
from the Buildings and Grounds
parking lot. No one was aware that
the van was missing until the
Manchester Police Department
called the school on December 27
at 7:10 p.m. to report that they had
recovered the van.
According to Wayne Asmus,
Assistant Director of Student
Services, the thieves broke into the
van, hot wired the van to start it,

and in the process ripped out the
entire ignition system. Asmus also
commented that due to the ignition'
being pulled out much of the
underdash wiring had become
unsafe and would need replacing.
There was also damage to the
brakes which may or may not^ be
attributable to the theft. "Insurance will pay for everything
except the brakes," Asmus explained.
It is not known either when the
van was stolen or who stole it. Earl
Moffatt, Assistant Director of
Security, stated that "we just had a

report that it (the van) had been
recovered." That was all that
Security had been told.
Scott Claman, who is in charge
of sighing the van out, noted "you
ieally ^njt.blame Security because
they VoiiTdn't have known whether
the van had been legally checked
our or not unless they checked with
the front desk at Mather Campus
Center."
Reports had been circulated
that the van had been stolen from
the Connecticut Public Television
cont. on p. 4

PoHSci Profs PuH Switch
By Megan While
anthropology. Currently Gaillard is
Having lived in the Boston area
Paris, Geneva, Rome, Hart- a candidate for as Ph.D. in
for four years, Gaillard was anxious
ford—if the traveler of such a route government
from
Harvard
to return to the Eastern United
seems to have reached an an- University. While in Rome doing
ticlimatic destination, then it is research in connection with States. He was also interested in
only to the advantage of Trinity. Harvard for his dissertation, coming to Trinity for the purpose
For these are the cities that have Gaillard became associated with of broadening his teaching conbeen inhabited by William the Barbieri Center and taught in centration from Italy to all of
Southern Europe.
Gaillard, who will be a member of Trinity's summer program.
Gaillard's first contact with
the political science department
Gaillard's specialty is the
this semester. He is filling the place politics of Southern Europe, Trinity has been a positive one. He
of Professor Albert Gastrnami as particularly that of Italy, This finds the campus to be "verv
part of the faculty exchange semester his classes are In- pretty" and the faculty "pleasant
program between Trinity and the ternational Politics, Southern and helpful." In waiting for his car
1
Barbieri Center in Rome.
European Politics, and the Politics to arrive from Europe. Gaillard
feels
somewhat
isolated
at
present,
Born in Paris,
France, of Latin America. Having written
Gaillard's education has taken him approximately two-hundred ar- but has already speculated that the
to several countries. As well as ticles on such varying topics as "campus seems much more atpossessing an undergraduate sports, cinema, and politics, tractive than the rest of Hartford."
A sport enthusiast, Gaillard
degree from the Institute of Gaillard is considering changing
Political Science in Paris, he has his focus from teaching to jour- enjoys cross-country skiing, and
earned a degree in international nalism. He hopes that this cycling, and in the past played
relations from the John Hopkins semester's experiences will aid him varsity rugby in France. He
School of Advanced International in coming to a decision, so the frequently attends the cinema and
Studies, and a diploma from the months ahead may prove to be a theater, and notes among his
University of Geneva in African turning point.
hobbies is learning languages.

Lectur<

sees the ward system historically will be provided immediately after
By Stephen J. Coukos
focusing upon ethnic interests, with each lecture. In the first one,
Recent political developments each ethnic group represented on Professor Edwin Haefele will give a
in Hartford, as well as other the city council by their ward talk entitled Analyzing Political
Connecticut cities, have begun to representative. The present at- Systems: A Theoretical Perfocus upon the city's charter. Plans large system emphasized the in- spective.
are underway at the Capitol to terests of the city in general, but in
The. second lecture, is entitled
form- a committee on charter doing so tends to focus upon the
The Relation Between AdministraThe best place in Europe for a summer back porch eookout can be
revision. The main issue appears to interests of the middle class. Gold tion and Politics, and is given by
found at Trinity's Rome Campus.
be whether the voting system stresses that neither system can Professor Douglas Yates of Yale
should be changed from the guarantee to meet the needs of University.
present at-large system to a ward every group at all timesrbut the
The final lecture will be given
system. The ward system had been present Hartford situation would
by Professor Lance Liebman of
the rule for municipalities in, an seem to warrant at least a review of
Harvard Law School, and is entitled
earlier era. Andrew J.Gold, an the current political machinery.
Providing Public Services: Who
Associate Professor of Economics For example, despite Hartford's
Chooses
and Who Pays.
The Barbieri Center/ Rome
Barbieri Center/ Rome and Director of Urban and En- large Puerto Rican population
The
Campus has announced
us summer
is an extension of the vironmental Studies at Trinity has there is only one councilman of
Gold views the series as an
from June
15 to Campus
L
- nrnOT-flm t n r u n ft-,-,™ T . 1 M a 1C *.„
/ program of Trinity College.
^
1979. Under the direction It occupies a renovated portion of organized a series of lectures to be that origin. Gold hopes that the example of one function an urban
of Prof. lames R. Bradley of the the convent of the Sisters of given on February 1,19 and .March 5 series will widen the viewj> of the liberal arts institution can fulfill.
iThel^nitty gritty, issues" gf urban
- Classics Department the; program, C&maVdolesV otvth'e Aveirtme'HiU,
rts»
dealing
with
the
general'
topic
of
• now in its ninth year, .will offer overlooKing'the'Tib'ef 'on one side'
courses treating different aspects and the Circus Maximus on the charter revision, and how. it relates issues, so an intelligent choice can effects and gene'rUr*"*appUcauons
of civilization' in Italy from other. It is close to most of the to the specific situation of Hart- be made when the charter revision should be clearly viewed and
thoroughly .discussed. An in:
Etruscan times to the present.
i s v o t e d o n . ' :;• \•••'"••
famous monuments of antiquity ford.
stitution
of higher education has
. Gold sees the basic issue as one . Each of. the three lectures, will
In addition to a course on Art and convenient to transit facilities.
:
and Society in Ancient Rome Shops, cafes, cinema, the of interest.or where will the approach the topic from a different the responsibility of helping to
taught by Bradley, other-courses; pictresque flea market, and open- political interests of the city lie. He perspective. Also, a commentary organize or oversee this process.
taught by Trinity faculty' will be air opera performances—as well as
The Italian Vocal Tradition, by the Palatine Hill, Forum, and
Prof. Wainwright, Love of the Colosseum—are all within easy
• ProgTanvin Music, and The Making walking distance of'the school.
of C ontem porary Italy, by Mr. ''•'• Students may earn as tjiany as
By Peggy Wass
which' will become effective with
more time for publicity.
William Gaillard, Visiting Lecturer six semester hours' transferable
next year's budget. The new
1
The letter also encourages
The
Student
•
Government
credit
for
two
courses..The
cost
is
in Political Science. Completing
policies irange from rewriting the
;
the curricvvlvira are Renaissance $995, which includes tuition, room, Association Budget Committee committee's bylaws to drawing up a student organizations to ,,make
•andBaroque_4rt of Rome, offered and board. All inquiries should be (SGABC) is hard at work preparing set of guidelines for dealing with prudent use of their funds. Any
money not spent reverts to the
.by Prof. Marie Zucker of the addressed to Prof. Bradley, c / o to review student organization fund requests for food expenses.
requests
for
next
year.
With
this
Contingency
Fund in June, so
Barbieri
Center/
Rome
Campus,
University of Wisconsin, andThe January 22 meeting
Beginning and Intermediate Trinity College,-Hartford, CT review due to start after Open commenced with Chairman Bill organizations are 'encouraged to
strike - a balance- oetweeir' unPeriod, The Budget Committee is Eganoutlining^"letter
• Italian, taught by Mr. Livio Pestilli 06106.
derspending -arid waste 'Of their
working to establish new policies be sent Wall/campus
designated • funds. Unwise fund
The letter '[ goes " o v e r budget
allocation is one of the areas that
procedures for those unfamiliar, or
will hopefully be improved with the
those simply hot practicing them.
•formation of a food proposal.
Each group must present budget which is now in the planning stages.
requests for expenses over $75.00,
, The food proposal, "once
risking a fine or possible freezing of
funds if this procedure is not formulated and approved will be a
followed. . T h e necessity lOf guideline for granting
for
ganting funds
fu
receiving advance clearance is food
" ' and liquor. So far. request's
hoped to stop the crowded have been dealt with on an, inscheduling of events and allow dividual basis, but this policy has
You can be someone special by doing something unique
proved to be inefficient. Questions
for your friends and loved ones this coming Valentines
have arisen relating to the necessity
t h e TRINITY TRIPOD Vol. 77,
Day Have your Valentine cards and letters mailed bv
of providng food in certain cases
Issue 15, January 30, 1979
L VELA
r t ^
°
N D , Colorado. Your-cards will be
The TRIPOD is published
and in what amounts should funds
received with a special message from cupid printed on
weekly on Tuesdays, except
be given to help defray food costs.
the outer envelope as well as a LOVEL.AND postmark
vacations, during the acaFunds for food have-driven per
Just send your cards, addressed and stamped, to-us bv
demic year. Student subscripperson costs for events as high ai
Feb. 2nd and we will remail them from LOVELAND in
tions are included in the
S10-SI5. with event attendance
time for Valentines Day. Mail us up to three cards for
student activities fee; other
often poor. Yet, the Budget
$1.00 or as many as seven cards for $2.00 and we'll take
subscriptions are $12.00 per
Committee fully recognizes the
care of the rest. The cost is small! Do somethinq
year. The TRIPOD is printed
need to distribute funds fairly to all
special! M a i l i o : Communication Co., P.O. Box 7916
by the Palmer Journal Reptypes of organizations.
Colo. Spgs., Co. 80933
«ter . P a l m e r , Mass.; and
After open period, i"1-1
Published at Trinity College,
decisions on this policy and il"-1
Hartford, Connecticut, under
revisions to be made concerning
fie Act of March 3 1879
the 17 bylaws will be made at what
Second class postage paid at
will be the longest meeting of the
Hartford, CT. Advertising
year. At that meeting, in addition
rates are $2.10 per column
to the discussion of bylaws and the
inch, $37 per quarter page,
food
situation, requests, will R
$72 per half page, and $128 for
heard from student organi/aiioft1a full page.
^^^M^JMW'M^^
concerning budget allocations tor
next year.
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New Faculty Chief Lauded, Stays Cautious
Committee Loves De Rocco
in the humanities, even though his
field of expertise is in the sciences.
"He was the best" said Paul
Professor John Simmons, a
Smith, Chairman of the committee member of the search committee,
that chose Andrew De Rocco as said that De Rocco iiad conTrinity's new Dean of the Faculty. siderably more administrative
Interviews
with
several experience than many other apmembers of the committee reveal plicants. Simmons cited De Rocco's
unanimous praise of De Rocco's experience as head of the Institute
qualifications to serve as dean. . for Physical Science and
The Committee-had four main Technology at the University "of
"criteria it utilized in making the Maryland. Simmons was further
choice of a dean. These were: impressed with the new dean's
scholarship, administrative ex- leadership qualities.
perience, ability as a teacher, and
Concerning teaching ability.
personal characteristics.
Smith stressed that De Rocco had a
According to Smith, De Rocco lot of experience in teaching
"met
and
exceeded
the undergraduates. De Rocco also had
specifications." De Rocco is much experience with ex"clearly a scholar," noted Smith, perimental courses and inand we also wanted a scholar who terdisciplinary study. Both Simhad thought about the relationship mons and Smith were impressed
of that scholarship to teaching." with the fact that De Rocco
De Rocco's scholarship, according developed and taught the first
to Smith, was important and courses at Maryland on racism and
original and involved more than women's issues. Simmons also
just one area of research. De Rocco pointed out that De-Rqcco had, at
is also widely read and experienced an early stage, involved minorities
By Steven Elmendori

and women in the Institute he
headed.
De Rocco's "real sense of
eagerness for the challenge here
was another important factor noted
by Smith. Being dean of the
faculty is not an easy job" said
Smith.
Smith and other committee
members said that the committee
was not looking for any specific
views from the candidates on such
issues as tenure, curriculum or
minorities. Smith said that
De Rocco had demonstrated an
understanding, interest and
openness concerning these and
other problems facing the'College.
Smith, in conclusion, said that
De Rocco had shown breadth and
depth. "It is rare to find someone
who has gone so deeply into the
sciences and who also has such
broad experience
in
the
humanities; we think De Rocco
will be an outstanding Dean."

Nominee Treads Lightly
By Alan Levine

Andrew De Rocco, physicist at University of Maryland, will assume
his new post as IJean of Faculty on July 1.

Dean Nye Discusses
De Rocxx) Selection
By Keith McAteer
Dean of Faculty, Edwin P. Nye,
may have resigned the position of
dean but he will not be leaving the
Trinity community. Nye plans to
teach a College course on "Science
Technology and Human Values"
next year; and the veteran dean
will be helping new Dean of
\Faculty Andrew De Rocco Settle
into his new position.
Nye stated that he was
delighted with the choice of
De Rocco as new dean. Nye had
met De Rocco during his candidate
interview. During interviews with
candidates; Nye recalled, "I let
them interview me rather than the
reverse. Of course, in the process
it's a two way street. You learn a lot
about people; why they asked what
they asked." However, Nye
reported, "I was not actively involved in the "new dean search. I
just reported to the committee my
reactions to the interview."

Furthermore, Nye states that the
responsibilities of the Dean of
Faculty, "in an oversimplified way,
are the care and feeding of the
faculty." The dean of faculty is also
a member ex-officio, of virtually all
faculty committees, and is
responsible for developing new
services at the college.
Dean Nye states that even
though he is leaving at the end of
this academic year, he will not let
the problems pile up for Dean
De Rocco. "It is neither my intention to save up all the problems
for the new dean,-nor am I going to
become apoplectic in trying to
resolve every issue."
According to Nye, the transition between deans should go
fairly smoothly because there are
no foreseeable major dilemmas
facing DeRocco, and should any
problems arise Dean Nye will be on
hand to offer assistance.

• On July 1, Dr. Andrew
De Rocco, professor of Molecular
Physics at the University of
Maryland, will become Trinity's
_new Dean of Faculty. Though he
has some definite views about
Trinity and education in general,
he possesses few definite plans of
action for his first year. He does
not yet feel totally informed, so he
expects his first year to be one in
which he learns about Trinity, feels
his way around and becomes
comfortable in this environment.
De Rocco suggests that it would
be "a bit arrogant to think I'm
coming in with a plan." He expects
to learn, about the school, primarily
through listening and he hopes to
create an atmosphere 3n which
people will be comfortable talking
to him.
In his few visits to Connecticut,
De Rocco has met a wide variety of
Trinity people and his reaction has
been very positive about everyone
and the school as a whole. With
great enthusiasm, he exclaimed,
"I'm delighted with the faculty," He
says that they were tough with him
when he spoke to theni and he felt
that they were' a "crowd that won't
back down on types of things I
value," such as intellectual integrity. The students and administration got their share of

praise too, the former being termed De Rocco mentioned that "it's not
involved and informed and the a bad time to look at the
latter responsive and caring.
curriculum" to assess its good and
Two of the most pressing bad points. Jn this assessment,
problems facing the Dean of attention should be paid to possible
Faculty are the controversy changes that would affect minorisurrounding tenure and "the ties.
continuing troubles in locating and
De Rocco frankly admitted that
keeping minority faculty. De Rocco he had no idea why he was chosen
insists he must study these over the other candidates for the
problems further, but his basic goal position, but he feels that he meets
for the tenure problem is to all the criteria for selection and
establish a climate in which the believes that his background is
person about whom the tenure good for the job. He has an
decision is bping made can "put his "enormous reverence /or the life of
best foot forward." Establishing learning" and' feels that he unclarity, he believes, is the im- derstands what academic life is
portant goal. He wants all tenure like. He has had extensive excandidates to know exactly what perience in academia and has had
the college expects of them and "modest success as a scholar."
would like the college to know Besides, he says, "I'm curious as
what is expected of jt in return. hell," a trait1 he feels is^vital in an
De Rocco did not offer any educational environment.
radical new plans for the
De Rocco's excitement about
recruitment of minority faculty, his new position is obvious in
but he recognizes the importance conversation with him. He thinks
of the issue. As others have noted, that Trinity will be a good place to
all schools are trying to recruit and be in the future. The whole future
then maintain a good minority of a libral arts education, he exfaculty, but the. pool is small. pects, will be decided in the next
Trinity, he said, must create a more few decades, He likes to think that
attractive social, cultural and Trinity, as a small liberal arts
academic environment and stress college in an urban setting, will be
its strong points, like its urban a sort of laboratory setting lor
setting, when recruiting. Perhaps education in the 1980'SjJHTowever,
programs should be instituted that he has a great deal of respect for
will benefit from minority par- today's Trinity too. He says, "it'-s a
ticipation, but not cater specifically classy school...with people who are
to minorities. In addition, classy."

Pinyoun,Guest Preacher, Slated

The Rev. Harvey Pinyoun, an
ordained; minister in the United
Dean Nye will continue to live Church of Christ, will preach at the
According to De*an Nye, the at 125 Vernon Street with his wife Eucharist on Sunday.Feb. 4 at
committee in charge of selecting a and daughter for at least the next 10:30a.m. in the Trinity College
new dean had a choice of many couple of years while he teaches a Chapel. Since January, 1978, Mr.
people who already held the College course on the different Pinyoun has been Director of the
position of academic vice-president aspect of technology in modern Friendship Center, a drop-in center
or dean at other colleges, so ex- society. Nye is now, involved in for the poor located at 1305 Main
perience was not a decisive factor. designing plans for. a totally self- Street in Hartford.
The committee went beyond the sufficient solar house which he
The Friendship Center was
statistics of a candidate, Nye hopes to build in northeastern founded six years ago b.y Center
reports, "the committee was Connecticut.
City Churches, an ecumenical
looking for someone who would be
After twenty years of service' group of eight Hartford Parishes.
stimulating in the intellectual
for
Trinity College, ranging from Open between the hours of 6a.m.
sense, to the faculty community."
and 4p.m. each day, the Center
Nye went on to say that "when you professor engineering to dean of serves victims of alcohol and drug
faculty,
Nye
will
step
down
in
an
bring a new person in, the one hope
abuse, and of "mental and
is that you bring new ideas, new effort to create a new atmosphere ""emotional disturbances. Besides
for the faculty and give himself the
Doints of view."
making referrals to detoxication
Andrew De Rocco's job will be, chance to do things that he has and drug rehabilitation centers, the
as Dean Nye quipped, to serve as a wanted to do for which he never Friendship Center provides three
"mother hen" to the faculty. had the time.
meals daily and limited clothing. A

physician is available at the Center
qne day a week. In addition to Mr.
Pinyoun, the Center boasts two full
time staff members and numerous
volunteers.
The Friendship Center has an
"open-door policy"; its services are
not restricted to any one problem.
It offers group and individual

counseling, as well as group "rap
sessions," in which visitors to the
Center help each other with their
individual needs. The Center also
helps people to find overnight
shelter and employment. Staff
members discuss the individuals
with their prospective employers,
and give help in Filling out job applications.

A MEMORIAL SERVICE

WILL BE HELD OH WEDNESDAY
JANUARY 31st AT 4 p.tn. SM 1HE WIAFEL
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Experiment in Living

East Wind: A Commune In The Ozarks

j

Many see the commune as an
By Alex Price
attempt to start over, to make a
East Wind. We've arrived. It's new paradigm for society. The
freezing. What about those commune must at least partially
beautiful pictures I saw? That was fulfill these expectations or, in the
summer. . It's winter now and eyes of its members, it will cease to
everything is fog and ice. But I'm have a reason to exist, and
glad to be here. Even if it's cold and eventually, they will leave.
barely visible, this farm is still East
The center of community life is
Wind, the
commune,
my . a rough wooden building called
destination. I hurry inside and go to Rockbottom, which containd. the
bed.
kitchen-dining room complex and a
East Wind is in southern library lounge area. In the morMissouri, tucked away in the nings, there are meetings in the
Ozarks, out in the middle of library, and in the manner of every
nowhere. It's isolated, and household, people are always
although the commune owns only working or lounging in the kitchen.
160 acres, it seems much larger Everyone eats here, and food is
- because there are no other farms prepared for meat-eaters and
around it. Trees'and hills are all vegetarians alike.
you can see. Civilization seems far
Bulletin boards hold comaway, and that's how the community news, work schedules and
munity founders intended it.
personal notes. Che, for instance,
They came from Twin Oaks, a announces to his fellow members
successful commune in Virginia that he has made great progress
inspired by B. F. Skinner's book with personal problems in the last
Walden Two, which they felt had two years. Hpyt, Shadow, and
become too structured aiid too Larry write their enthusiastic
intertwined with "the outside," So congratulations. Christmas was
they started again in a remote area just a few days ago, people are
where they figured they could do returning from visits, and all day
what they wanted and no one long people hug each other,
would bother them.
, It's Saturday, but everyone
That was five years ago, and seems to be working. The comEast Wind seems to have * mune uses a labor-credit system
prospered. It has attracted some 60 modeled after an arrangement
members who have built four large outlined in Walden Two. Every
residential buildings as well as week members submit a work
workshops, a shower-house, an- request sheet to the Labor Planner,
< industrial warehouse, and out- specifying the hours and types of
houses. The commune currently work desired. At the same time, the
has $400,000 in fixed assets, much managers of the different work
of it the result of member con- areas, such as farming, kitchen,
tributions and'loans. Its hammock hammock-making, inform the
business, which is its principal Labor Manager of the number of
source of income grosses $350,000 hours they need that week.
a year and continues to grow.
Members almost always receive
Financially and physically, the
the work they want, and except for
commune is established, and
jobs that have to be done at a
presents a forceful response to
certain time, cao wqrk When they
those who view communitarians as
want to. Almost no one does only
shiftless hippies. But the commune
one task. Most people do five or six
isn't resting on its laurels. Every
different jobs a week, partly for
commune is ambitious, and this
variety and partly to distribute the
one is no exception.
unpleasant work fairly.
Almost all of the people at East
The hammock shop is the most
Wind have Utopian ideals and are
important work place. About 50%
serious enough about them to think
of everyone's time, according to a
they can make them real. They
community pamphlet, goes into
want a society (hat is not only
producing hammocks, hanging
egalitarian, cooperative and nonchairs or sandals. The commune
violent, but emotionally, and
makes small, large, and deluxe
spiritually congenial, too.
models and sells them to expensive

>
*f

retail outlets like Pier I where the
deluxe hammock goes for $75.
Rope cutting, stretching and
weaving all take place in one large
room. I learned the simplest job,
which involves cutting rope at
different lengths so that they can
be made into a halteff The work is
easy but mindless, and without
some distraction it quickly
becomes boring and tiresome.
Fortunately, the shop has a good
stereo, with an enormous selection
of records and is set up so that you
work in pairs or in a group. People
sing, there is lots of talk and good
humor, and time speeds by. It's the
sort of activity a commune should
excel at, and members take
pleasure in the knowledge that
every good day at the hammock
shop, is. another community
triumph over alienation.
Still, work is a problem for the
community. Skinner's Walden Two
was large enough to support a
broad range of skills and talents,
but East Wind is not. It possesses
carpenters and draftsmen, among
others, who onjy occasionally use
their skills. There just isn't enough
specialized work on the commune.
People have worked "outside" ;,on
occasion, but," in general, work is
hard to find.
The community's labor heeds
are simple, but it tends to draw
relatively well-educated and
talented people. Often they contribute a lot but leave ultimately
because they can't find a satisfying
outlet for their creativity.
Living conditions at East Wind
can v be challenging to. the
newcomer, raised as he/she often
is, in middle-class comfort. The
outhouses are the first obstacle.
The community has two of them,
named Fillmore West and Fillmore
North, "both two-seaters.' Fiftmore
West, which is' the^mbre"elaborate
/cafures a translucent screen door
which lets the light in and allows a
modest outsider a chance to check
for occupancy without seeing much
else. Inside, the smell 'is brutal. It's
apparently something one gets
used to. There's a box of chalk
between the seats, and old slate
blackboards line the walls, which
are covered with graffiti and simple
drawings. I wonder that someone
had, the patience to make them
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because there's no heat and it's
really chilly in the winter.
Other distinctly communitarian
aspects of life include community
clothes, a community shower, and
certain behavioral "norms." The.
community clothes room is in the
shower-house,' right next to the
shower room. When you shower,
you just put what you're wearing in
the laundry box and pick something
new from all the clothes that are
stored in the clothes rciom. No one
owns any clothes.
In as much as every community
needs some rules or guidelines,
East Wind is very loose, It takes

pride in a lifestyle that contrasts
with the strictness of well-known
communes such as Twin Oaks and
The Farm, which has strict rules
about drugs and sex. Many EastWinders are drop-outs from these
communes.
Nonetheless, the community
does have "norms" which, itsays,
differ from rules in that they are
not enforced except by positive
example. Most norms deal with
attitude and behavior and are
general rather than specific.
Members are encouraged to keep
their speech free of sexist, and
cont. on p. 11.

Upward Bound
cont. from p. 1
top of any problems.
Relations between the school
and the Upward Bound program
are generally good. Although
President Lockvfood believes the
program doesn'thave the visibility
it deserves, neither Guzman nor'
Community Relations Director
Ivan Backer believe this.visibility is
necessary, fqr? the success of the
program.

•.

v
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Lockwood is. wary that the
decreasing visibility of programs
such as Upward Bound is a political
liability in these times of fiscal,
austerity, on the part of government. "I'm not sure that we've kept
up the sense of mission, the sense
of pride, that we should have in
Upward Bound," says Lockwood.
"A*'Union, College, (where Lockwood taught and was involved with
Upward Bound in the mid sixties
before coming to Trinity) in the
sixties and in the early stages of the
program here at Trinity, people
were, always talking- dbaut> it. Not
•everyone'liked it, but it spurred
discussion, I'm not even sure
people know it exists or what, it
does."
Guzman and Backer do not feel
the same fear about the lack of
visibility the program has. Both
believe that the program is firmly
entrenched in the federal scheme
of things.
As evidence of this federal
backing, both Guzman and Backer
point to the fact that the federal
government
recently
began
granting three year grants for
Upward Bound funds. Until fiscal
year 1976, each program* had to
reapply for funding each and every
year.
The federal government has
reason to tje happy with the
program. In a recently published
study of past Upward Bound
participants, the federal government found that over 70% of
program graduates attended postsecondary schools as compared
with 47% of non-progra.m participants from the same high
schools.
Trinity is conducting i,ts own
survey to find our what past
participants of its program have
done since leaving high school.
Guzman hopes to have some
results by the end of the academic
year.
One slight problem the program
has had with the administration is
over the issue of admissions. The
admissions ofh'fie has continued to
press Guzman to steer more

Van Theft
cont. from p. 1
parking lot. This land is leased to
C.P.T.V, by Trinity College but it
is not patrolled by Security.
However, according to Claman,
the van was parked in the Building
and Grounds parking lot where it
normally is.

Upward Bound participants
towards applying to Trinity. Of
those who have in the past, about
half have been admitted.
But, according to Guzman,
there are many reasons why Upward Bound students' "don't find
Trinity in their future plans. "Most
of these kids," says Guzmah,;|fare
still somewhat below the level of
competence at Trinity. Many of
them are hoping to get into some
sort of a more vocationally
oriented educational setting. And
most of them just want to get out of
Hartford. A lot of kids go down
south, and a lot go to black schools
in the mid-Atlantic and South."
One other problem Guzman
sees in the program is the increased
centralization it has undergone in
the past few years. Whereas the
program had been run from a
dozen regional offices a few years
ago, now the administration of the
program is conducted compiete/y
'ffomJ ' ' W ' a s f t ^ ^ ^ ^ G u/ma n
believes this has hurt communication among program
directors and between directors
and the administrators.
But, by and large the program is
successful. "It's there, says Guzman, "It might be in the
background, but it's there, and the
infrastructure is*strong."
.
"It's just a shame," says Ivan
Backer, "that we have to depend
on Upward;. Bound to dp the work
that the high school should , be
doing. We call it a success because
it helps out' about 150 Hartford
students. What about the other
5900 who go to school in the city?
How can we help them?"

Lockwood
on Energy
cont. from p. 1
"In trying to get at a crisis in
world energy supply we must not
overlook the countries which will
be devastated fairly soon," Lockwood said. Solar heat is expensive,
and most developing countries
could not afford to purchase or
maintain the necessary equipment
for solar heating.
Lockwood | feels that the International Conference on Small
Scale Energy, and his involvement
with VITA tie in with the Trinity
Hunger Action Program. Both
enable and encourage individuals
"to become acquainted with the
conditions in developing countries
and learn what the people in these
countries contend with."
, "I don't know how much help
we can be to small developing
countries," Lockwood said. "But
my involvement with VITA gives
me the opportunity to remain in
touch with vital concerns which we
don't encounter here. For the vast
part of the world energy is an
oppressive issue."
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Connecticut
Homestead Reflects 200 Years of Tradition
rocking chair with the arms
shortened and lowered to
accommodate hoop st'rts. /
And in the old blacksmith shop,
since converted to a kitchen, is a
200 year old footwarmer, a small
iron box that could be filled with
hot coals and then placed on the
floor of a carriage.
From 1907 to 1908 McC ook and
his daughter, Miss Frances,
travelled on a world tour, bringing
back many specimens of other
cultures which are on display in the
house. A stunning collection of
Japanese armor, Chinese bronzes,
and Egyptian statuettes can be seen
photo by Michael Preston
in McCook's study.
The simple garden behind the Butler-McCook Homestead offers a "quiet escape Into the pastV
Another room includes a
one of the College's most respected styles. In evidence are some fine showcase of toys used by the Butler
by BolvLevy
children and the McCook children
At 396 Main Street in Hartford faculty members, teaching from examples of 18th century furniture, after them. As a child, Eliza Butler
1883
to
1922,
including
Windsor
chairs,
a
cherry
stands a white, colonial-style house
McCook's life is well secretary-desk of the Queen Anne turned a washstapd into a
that seems a bit incongruous
represented
in the house. There is Period, and. a matching highboy dollhouse which remains intact
amidst the nearby shops and office
the
desk
he
used while a student, and lowboy; Hepplewhite fans can _ today, along with all the furniture
buildings. Built in the 1730's, the
and dolls inside.
house is known as the Butler- and the inkwells given to him in find several chairs dating back 200
years.
appreciation
for
a
$500
donation
to
McCook Homestead, and is the
Several rooms contain "ball
only surviving I8th century house Trinity. His days in the Civil War
(during which he was caH^4 mirrors." Along the top of the
museum in Hartford.
"Fighting John") are also well
When first built, the house was chronicled. The gun he used in the mirror's frame are attached several
a small, one-story affair used West Virginia campaign is on gold balls, each representing a state
primarily as a blacksmith shop by display as well as several in the union. In one of the
William Hooker. In 1782, Dr. photographs of him with his army bedrooms is . a" lithograph lamp.
When off, the light appears to be
Daniel Butler bought the shop and detachment.
nothing out of the ordinary. But
began a series of additions which
My tour guide explained that switched on, the light illuminates a
would increase the building's size
McCook was so eager to fight that series of lithographs placed on the
dramatically.
lampshade itself. It is like a slide
These additions were built by he enlisted in Virginia, being too viewer in-the-round.
young
to
register
in
Connecticut.
reason of necessity, not vanity. Dr.
Reminders of a day gone by
Butler's daughter, Eliza, married This is the same man who came to
John James McCook, and as the be known as the campus "Saint" abound in the house. Dr. Butler's
office contains a pestle for grinding
couple had eight children, more while teaching at Trinity.
Since the house was occupied medicine that is forged out of iron,
room was deemed necessary.
McCook,, ^as gtaduatgd .trojn .continuously for over 200 years, its giving it the appearance of a butter
Trinity in* 1863 and went -onto be - furnishings refleat rnany •Changing churn, One rooin rcontains a

an artist who painted Abraham
Lincoln just before he was
assasinated. Along the front hall
hangs a beautiful oriental embroidery, done by Miss Frances
while on her world tour.
Many other curiosities can be
seen at the house. On a mantle in
the kitchen is a miniature grandfather clock, no more than a foot
high, which clockmakers would use
as a portable model of the various
styles available. In addition, the
master bedroom has on displav a
cornice from Napoleon and
Josephene's house, given to Eliza
when she was in France.
;. * The house was occupied by
Miss Frances Butler until she dies
in ,1971. In the years before her
death, Miss Butler labelled all the
articles in the house, listing their
historical context. Upon Miss
Frances' death, the house was sold
to the Antiquarian and Landmarks
Society of Connecticut which runs

Wesleyan Humanist Brings
People to the Government

by Jeanne Kiltonic
The title may conjure up to
many an image of a "bleeding
heart" working amidst the milieu of
city administrators and government officials. Although Judd
Kahn is the first man to hold such a
uniquely-titled position in the
country, he plans on making his
position more than a novelty. Kahn
hopes to remind those who work
for the city that the bottom line of
any policy'decision is the effect it
has.upon the people.
, In the first of a series informal
talks sponsored by the Urban and
Environment Studies Department,
Judd Kahn delivered his remarks to
a small but attentive crowd in
Alumni Lounge last Thursday,
January 25. In a lecture entitled
"Reflections of a Humanist," Kahn
discussed many of the pitfalls and
plussesof the city government, and
his plans to involve himself in such
matters.
Kahn was formerly a history
professor, at Wesleyan University.
He is sponsored by funding from
the National Endowment for the
Humanities, a large autonomous
organization in Washington.
The Connecticut Humanities
Council has recently proposed that
the state get scholars out of the
universities and into the public^
forum to offer their humanistic
perspectives and added insight in
more pertinent public jnatters.
Exactly what does a "humanistin-residence" do? Although there
is no clear statement of his
responsibilities, Kahn feels he has
something to say about the cultural
concepts and underlying assumptions on which many city officials
and administrators base their
actions. However, he feels he

primarily "needs detailed experience in the workings of the
government" before he can provide
any added perceptions.
Reflecting a familiar concern in
academia, Kahn stated that his
work in the university "doesn't
translate directly to the real
world." However, he indicated that
his academic detachment from
political channels may allow him to
frame what he termed "the big
picture" for publia officers.
"Yet, of course, I'm not going
to change the way these officials
operate," Kahn commented.
'That's not my problem' is a
common expression used in the
city government, and everyone is
concerned with his own specific
task.-Hartford city administrators
are passing their problem^ on to
the state; each official is satisfied in
doing 'only his job. Someone has to
be watching the big picture."
Kahn discussed the gap between planning and implementation
in city government, noting that
many politicians are elected and
supported by promoting unwieldy
or unfeasible programs. He indicated that it is these politicians
who often blame professional
administrators- for the failure of
such- programs. Kahn suggested
that pqlt'icians must: concern
themselves with administrative
methodology, emphasizing considerate personnel relations as well
as efficiency. "When this
philosophy becomes a reality, only
then may participatory democracy
finally be realized," he said.
However, Kahn has perceived
an "intense amount of interaction"
between the officials and administrators since he began his
residence a* nitv Hall. Although he

describes the city as "small butstruggling," he feels there exists a
great degree of cooperation,
openness and interest among city
administrators.
"All the politicians and
government
officials
know
everyone else, and all are closely
intertwined," according to Kahn.
He feels political power is
dispersed fairly evenly among a
number of competitive groups. He
stated that insurance and bank
executives are important people in
Hartford; however, they don't have
uncontested sway in matters. '
The city government officials
and administrators are the people
who call the shots, and Kahn
described their interactions as a
"love-hate relationship." "There is
hope, and much potential for
greater cooperation, however," he
added.
At
present,
Kahn
is
familiarizing himself with the basic
workings of Hartford's city
government. He is involved in the
Hartford Management Study, an
evaluation of the city's efficiency
which will result in recommendations for cutting the cost of
city government. Kahn has also
been involved in drafting the
budget of the Community
Development
Block
Grant
Proposal.
Kahn stated that present
activities are only a small part of
his entire plan. Kahn's "higher
objective" is the operational
language" and vagueness that
emanates from the mouths of those
who work in the government, and
define the idea of ."humanity" as it
pertains to city politics. ^Kahn
stated "My feet are planted in a'
real task," an4 he plans to si"1" • *

The rooms of the Butler-McCook Homestead are cluttered with the
curious belongins of the Various owners. '
Every room in the house is
filled with artwork, many of the
paintings done by Eliza McCook
herself. In one of the children's
bedrooms is a pair .of portraits—of
Eliza McC ook and her half-sisterpainted in 1859 by Maghew Wilson,.

tours and maintains the house.
Behind the house is a Victorian
garden which, although not open in
the winter, becomes a quiet escape
'into the- past, in the heart of a
modern city.
:

Connecticut In Brief
by Julie Johnson

Council Votes in Torres

s

The Hispanic community gained a voice in Hartford's city
government last week with the appointment of Mildred Torres to.
the City Council. Torres, who was voted in after an intense^ political
contest among four candidates from the Hispanic community, is the
first Puerto Rican to sit on the council.
Mrs. Torres, a democrat with little political experience, comes to
the council from her former post as coordinator of minority business
development at Aetna Life and Casualty company. The council's
search for an Hispanic member began three weeks ago. when
democrat Barbara Kennelly vacated her seat on the counci! to serve
as Secretary of State.
,

Money For Defense
Connecticut's defense industry faces the possibility of increased
revenues if Congress passes President Carter's !980 defense ;
budget, announced last week. The budget, which increases present
defense spending by S461 million, would boost the production for
several major weapons makers in Connecticut.
One company, the Pratt-Whitney Aircraft Group of United
Technologies Corporation, located in East Hartford, would receive
an increased order, for 175 jet engines used to power the F-lfn
fighter, though orders for two other engines are slated to be cut.
«<Mtt. ("tp. 11
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New Script To Be Produced At Austin
By Lynn Susman
Games are an integral part of
life. Children play harmless games
like Hide and Seek for sheer
amusement. As we grow older our
games reflect our more complicated lives and interests. Games
are no longer innocent but schemes
employed in pursuit of an object or
purpose. As college students we
play games with our friends, lovers,
parents, -professors, and with
ourselves. Carefree games like
leap-frog have been replaced by
games of Jealousy, Love, Guilt,

Deception,
and
Power.
Nightgames, an original play to be
performed at Trinity on February
3, is a drama about these intricate
games.
' Nlghtgames is an original play
written and directed by Shelley
Frome. Mr. Frome is Assistant
Professor of Dramatic Arts at the
University of Connecticut, Froriie
received his B.A. from the
University of Miami, and an M.A.
from the University of Florida. •
Between the ages of eighteen

and twenty-four he gained experience as a professional actor.
Next, he turned his attention to
directing and has directed over
seve'nty productions. Frome
currently devotes his time to
teaching/ acting at UConn and
most recently to playwriting.
Frome's interest as a playwright
emerged in response to a need for
challenging scripts for his students.
"I wanted to write the scripts I'd
like to direct and perform." Frome
feels that an actor must be
challenged.
Frome's first two works are
experimental adaptations of
previously existing plays. His first
original play. Harlequin Jones, met
spontaneous success. Nlghtgames,
written in the fall of 1978, is
completely original and not
reflective-of others' works. It was
first performed at UConn in
December, 1978 and has seen a few
revisions. The Trinity production
will be its sixth performance.
Nightgames is a psychological
murder mystery with a lot of wit
and comedy. Frome shuns drama
that is contrived. He claims that
Nightgames is "organic" in that
four forces are • thrown together
and they evolve naturally.
Nightgames was conceived on a
summer estate in the Berkshires.
It was there that Frome met a
young man who- appeared to be
very disoriented. This young man
became Kevin C as.sidy, the leading
figure in the; play*.

other characters.
Professor From is optimistic
and excited about the product to
be performed at Trinity. He thinks
"it may be pretty good." In all his
endeavors, Frome considers
himself an actor first, yet he would
not like to appear in his own play,
as he wants to view it and judge the
audience reaction.
The play received favorable
review upon its premier, and if it
continues successfully Frome will
continue his career as a playwright.
Frome
especially _ enjoys
playwriting as it is an art that never
dies. It is brought to life over and
over again by those who interpret
and perform the play. Frame feels
that any of his experiences as actor,
director, teacher, or playwright are
valuable if they are learning ex;
periences.
•
Frome has no particular
.mentor, but admires any creative
person who takes chances an cites
Orson Wells as an example, He
doesn't like what is safe and
predictable.
'
Nightgames is a drama in which
four forces are left together to
interact. Each character plays
complex games. These games are
the psychological -thrust of the
play. Nightgames will be' performed
in the Goodwin Theatre of Austin
Arts Center on Saturday, February
3, Admission is free to the Trinity
community. So, instead of the
fi?\HK)ijgames on iSatuitto /f
r
Rosenkrown in addition to six night, join us"f8f-Nl^»v%ames.' , ••

The play itself involves four
forces: Kevin is the poet, the
dreamer or artist. He likes Irish
folk songs, and goes through an
identity crisis. A second force is a
group of dilettantes,
also
vacationing on the estate. These
women are very wealthy, bored
and superficial. They are involved
in a robbery. They decide to form a
secret society, their "game."
The third force is the owner of
the estate, Brian/Brian is an architect; as his profession suggests
he is organized and logical. He; is
the force of logic and control. The^
fourth force is Maxine, an inept'
comedienne, who is not making it.
She too, is going through an
• identity crisis.
V
A great deal of preparation was
involved in the i writing of
Nightgames. Frome believes one
should know what he: is writing
about. Research for Nightgames
began in the summer. Professor
Frome
read
books
on
psychopathology, listened to Irish
folk songs, and studied what one
might steal from the wealthy.
The Trinity performance of
Nightgames will present the
original cast of Frome's friends,
studepts and relatives. The cast
includes Jeff Baker as Kevin
Cassidy, the poet; Susan Frome,
(Shelley's wife), as Kit Chatham,
the head dilettante; David Bedding
as Brian Craig, the architect; and

Book Review

FIREFOX For Quick Readiiig
By Ion Zondennan

Some of the work of Anne Hyland's current show. "Selections
in Porcelain," are shown in this picture. The show is
currently on display in the Women's Center, where it
will remain until February 3. -

Album Review

Tanner's Debut Effort
Shows Solid Promise
By Eric Anderson
The newly formed Marc Tanner
Band released its debut album
ear'v this month. The group's
leader. Marc Tanner, has created
an enjoyable and cohesive first
effort. The music is light and
cleanly
recorded,
slanted
•Somewhat towards commercial FM
material
Tanner
places
noteworthy emphasis on his lyrical
and melodic designs.
On various songs ("Lady In
Blue," "She's so High," and "Edge
of Love") throughout the album
Tanner and his two producers
manage to create an air of
mystique by their selective use of
both the ARP synthesizer and
creepingly light, diminutive string
arrangements,
Tanner's singing is competent,
nothing outstanding, but his voice
is well suited to the material he
docs. One song that is worth
noting is "Never Again," the typical
"I'm never going to fall in love
again" assertion. This song and
"Lady in Blue" contain some good
guitar work, and in a number of
in stances the chord progressions
,u nf/s if '• t'1 ."these songs arc ,
1

'"">
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Doobie Brothers. On "She's so
High," a testament to a girl who has
done very well for herself in life,
Tanner's voice has a quality of
respect and admiration which fits
and works very well. "Edge of
Love" is a solid rocker, well done in
every respect.
Tanner born and raised in
Hollywood, was educated in Rome
and London. Upon leaving school
he played as a session musician on
other peoples' records, He has
assembled his own band and made
L.A. his base of operations.He and
the band are in the midst of a two
month tour which will take them
through the end of February.
About his concert appearances,
Tanner remarks, "I'm an entertainer as well as a musician, and
I want my shows to be both
musically and visually exciting!"
At age 26, things look bright
and promising for Tanner, A little
air play of any one of the ten songs
contained on his debut album
could launch him straight into big
success. With regar.d to his strong
•first effort, Tanner concludes, "I
felt like I caught the magic on some
of those tunes." Agreed. Give this
one a ^pin

This is a thriller, a b&ok to be slip in the arms race. For the into a new part of the caper.
read on a train ride as you go -mission, they choose a young
A group of dissidents, who are
rushing through tunnels. It moves American pilot, supposedly the actively helping the British, are
at breakneck speed. It's a real page best in the business.
also watched. The Rusians areinto
turner.
"
, ..
The man, who has no record in surveillance in this book.
The problem is that Mr. intelligence, is smuggled into the
The plane theft is successful,
Thomas has sacrified everything so Soviet Union with false papers, and just as the KGB is closing in (of
that you will read the book in a his name keeps changing as the real course). Now begins the plane
night. The plot is rather thin, the people with his various names die. chase. The only thing capable of
characters are two-dimensional at Dead men tell no tales. The man destroying the Firefox, indeed the
best, and there are lapses from leaves a trail of paper so long that only thing that can keep up with it
realism that are inexcusable. It's the Russians become terribly is its own backup plane.'which the
one enormous car chase; or in this confused, which is ridiculous. The dissidents tried to set fire to. It's off
case airplane chase.
first time a corpse dropped with his and flying. The tow planes engage
The Firefox is a new Russian identification, he would have been in a deadly dog-fight of sorts. Guess
plane which the British and scooped by the KGB. Instead he is who wins. But before this, the thief
Americans must steal, in order to followed, traced, and watched as •hero lands on an ice flow in the sea
keep up with the Russians and not he picks up a new identity and gets
cont. on page 8
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Please contribute your poetry, short fiction, drawings, and photoeraohs
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Theatre
"Twelfth Night" will open Feb. 1, at 8:00p.m. in the Yale
Experimental Theater, 222 York St., New Haven. It will run through
Feb. 11. For information call, (203)436^1606
; . •The Hartford Stage Company has announced casting for'its
American premiere of "Passing By" by Martin Shermiri, the Story
of an unintentional relationship between two men. It will run Feb.
7-18 at The Old Place, 65 Kinsley St., Hartford. For information call
527-5151.
'
• "•' >

Here's to the atomic Age :
• full of progress and glee; '
Here's to countless napalm victims
and Cambodian refugees.
Here's to our sagacious leaders
who make unemployment a poignant reality,
/
And cling to the sterile dream
of the Great Society.

American Decorative Tiles from. 1870-1930, is on display at The
William Benton Museum of Art, the University of Connecticut,
Storrs. The show will run until March 11 • For information call
(203)486-4520
.,
.•,•,.,,,
The Wadsworth Atheneum's Serge Lifar Collection of set and
.costume designs for ballet has'been placed on exhibition at the
museum's Avery Court. Works by Picasso, Miro, Roualt, Matisse,
and Braque will > be exhibited until the middle of March. 1 For
further information call (203)278-2670.
.
-...•••
Steve Lewis presents Intermezzo Drawings at the Real Art
Ways, 197, Asylum St., Hartford, Feb. 2- Eeb, 23, with,a reception
F e b 2 , a t 5 : 3 0 p . m , , ,

,
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Here's to the Age of Invention
where Schlitz and disco are king.
Here's to the world
. that let's you be anything!

:

CPR,96.SFM.

''

.".....'.";:'./'..'...':."'

.'•

.• .

Here's to the fear from fascist threats and strife;
Here's to Chilean politics, to Phillippine justice and 'life.1

<•:•

How lucky we are that all food supplies abound.
And population is declining and stable;
So that our needs are fulfilled world-round: •
with all people having a skill that's saleable.

'

The Trinity College Organ Series will present Clarence Watters,
internationally acclaimed organist on Fri., Feb. 2, at 8:15 p.m. in
the College Chapel.
. '
The spring seasoftat the University of Massaehusetts/Aniherst
Fine Arts Center Concert' Hall opens with the Broadway musical
"Chicago" starring Don Murray on Saturday, Feb. 3. Hermione
Gingold stars in Stephen Sondheim's "Side by Side By Sondheim"
on Wednesday Feb. 7. Call (413)545-0482.
The first Bach's Lunch concert of Trinity Term will feature three
Trinity students, Michelle Herrera '80, viola, Scott Lessne '80,
Violin, and Joseph Di Marino '82, organ. The concert will be held
•••Feb. 2-,1 at 12:30 p.m.,- in the college Chapel. The program will
consist of the two-part inventions by J.S. Bach, transcribed for
violin and viola by F. David. Also the Concerto in C minor will be
performed.
Sherilyn and Matthew Mentes present their new film-lecture,
"Hungary", Feb. 9, 10, 11 at the Bushnell Memorial in Hartford.
For ticket information call 246-6807.
The PBS Cinema Showcase will feature "Pumping Iron," at
10:00. This 1977 documentary by George Butler and Jerome Gary,
looks at the bodybuilding mystique, adapted from the best-selling
book.
"The Story of Jacqueline Du Pre" will air Thursday, Feb. 15, at
6:35 p.m. on Connecticut Public Radio, 90.5 FM.
The Salzburg Music Festival held last July and August was a
remarkable event, and listeners can enjoy five of these concerts on
Connecticut Public Radio, 90.5 FM. The concerts air every Monday
in Feb. a*7:30 p.m. amd Sunday Feb. 25 at 3 p.m.
John Riley, cello, and Nancy Curr^n, harpsichord, will present a
Hartford Conservatory duo recital Thursday, Feb. 1 at 7:30 p.m. on

' .
,

We can travel anywhere we want without a visa or pass,
Providing there's no war, trade barricades, or hostility.
We can educate ourselves if there's capital in our family;
We can be witty and terribly well-bred, alienated and crass.

Trinity Dance Workshops offers Fifteen Week Non-credit
Courses, Feb. 12-May 25, 1979. For information call 527-3151 Ext:
- 4 1 4 .

.

Let us celebrate the job market,
minimum wage and equal pay,
The Universal standard of g'reat living,
racial equality and E.R. A.
Can this ode be complete without first lauding
the fair treatment of Jews, gypsies, and political malcontents
Who live in the Absolute freedom offered
by the guise of Liberty & the Human Rights of Soviet Pretense?
Of course, there's free intoxication
when we turn on theT.V.
. Or. rea4Pravda or Tirne,
We can express out fears and dreams in printIn publications that are daily made,
So long as the censors remain virtuous,
And continue to be secretly paid.

\

Yes, there's much to celebrate in this care-free world of ours,'
Where all Africans, Puerto Ricans, and colonizers have equal
:
powers:
:
,
In determining the futures of their lives and lands;
How much our Destiny is within our own hands!!!
So let us end on the happy note
of test-tube babies and non-recyclable bottlesAnd be content that now on Les Champs Elysee
the French finally have a McDonalds.

-

PBS will present "Frederick Douglass," a,t 12:00. The
program will be a hypothetipal interview with the legendary black
leader.
.,,..''
' The 6:00 series of Options in Education will discuss "Drugs and
Alcohol on Campus," on Feb. 3. Part 2 will be presented at the
same time, Feb. 4;
At 9:00, Jazz Alive will feature saxophonist Dave Liebman and
Pianist Ritchie Beirach in a performance of standard jazz; the group
Double Image demonstrate their unusual instrumentation of
marimba, vibraharp, percussion and bass.
Heldentenor Manfred de Bernard will perform live on Sunday
Feb. 4 at 3:00 on CPR 90.5 FM. The recital originates live from
Millard Auditorium on the campus of the Hartt College of Music,
University of Hartford.
Concert pianist Paul Rutman, whose recent recording "Russian
Piano Music" was awarded Best Debut Recording of 1978, will be
heard in recital Thursday, Feb. 9, at 7:30 p.m. on CPR, 90.5 FM
Connecticut Public Radio will also broadcast at 12:00, William
Shakespeare's- Portrait in Sound. A tapestry of the life of the Bard,
from his birth in Stratford-on-Avon to the courts of Elizabeth and
King James I, and return to Stratford in his final role as country
gentleman. Feb. 2.
(R)- A look at Japanese history and culture will be broadcast
8:00, January 31.
Robert Kapilow conducts the Yale Symphony for a performance
of Beethoven's Symphony #9 on Thursday, February 15, at 7:30
p.m. on CPR. Soloists are Judith Caldwell, soprano; Bonita Hyman,
alto; Blake Stern, tenor; and Howard Sprout, baritone. The concert
will be taped February 10 at Woolsey Hall.
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Book Review

Adler's Book Eases The Pain Of Aristotle
By David Gurilacci
For about 2,300 years now
Aristitle has been, one of the great
seminal thinkers of Western
Civilization. His thoughts have
been considered important on
topics ranging from politics to
poetics, from the mysteries of the
cosmos to the proper way to run
one's life. Never has someone affected the thinking of so many
great minds in so many separate
disciplines for such a long time as
has Aristotle.
Unfortunately, Aristotle can be
torturous to read. In the course of
battling my way through The
Constitution of Athens (ail copies
of which were lost to civilization
for centuries until one was found in
Egypt—apparently it had been
thrown out with the trash, probably
by a frustrated reader) I couldn't
help thinking that what Aristotle
needed was a good editor, or
perhaps a ghostwriter. It's all very
informative, of course, but
organization in his books
sometimes doesn't exist. Even the
specialists have trouble with

Aristotle. The beginner's only
deliverance from this is through
liberal amounts of sweat and
prayer.
Enter Mortimer J. Adler. Adler
has made a career out of preparing
classic books for reading by the
general public. He is one of the
founders of the Great Books
Foundation and has selected
Encyclopedia Britannica's Great
Books series. In 1930 he wrote How
To Read A Book, an excellent
guide for the common reader
interested in perusing the "Great
Books of the Western World" as
Adler likes to put it.
Adler thinks that Aristotle's
thoughts, being many of the takeoff
points for the ideas of other great
thinkers through history, are the
place that an interested beginner
may best start. But even the interested beginner can throw up his
hands in despair after attempting to
slog through Aristotle's style,
hence Aristotle for Everybody.
The book is neither more nor
less than a simple, short and clear
statement of Aristotle's major

ideas. It is so simple, in fact, that a
junior high schooler could get
through its two hundred pages
without difficulty. Adler has left
out, wherever possible, the
qualifications, the complications
and the minor points of Aristotle's
works and recorded only the
simple main outlines of the
thinker's philosophy.
Adler is absolutely guileless in
his treatment of the subject. This
makes for easy reading by any
college student, yet remains of
value to him. It is not a substitute
for the more worthwhile and
scholarly perusal of Aristotle, but it
is, for the inqusitive, an excellent
introduction to his works. It does
what an introduction ought to do:
present the subject to the ignorant
clearly, without
annoyingly
pedantic
and
miniscule
qualifications, and reveal to the
reader the fascinating nature of the
subject. Adler does this so well that
he might have changed the subtitle
of the book to "The Joy of
Philosopy."
The book is in five parts: the

first starts the reader off with
extremely simple, sometimes
redundant, common sense notions
of ordinary things. In the second he
discusses the nature of making
things and of physical existence.
The third part deals with
Aristotle's ideas about the proper
way of living. This part seems
rather didactic (especially in
Adler's simple declarative style),
reminding one of Ben Franklin's
Autobiography, One obviously
can't take Aristotle as the final
word on how-to-run-your-life—
especially since he is a pagan
author. As a pagan, he believes that
the ultimate purpose of life is to
preserve personal weE-bemg. If this
"is so, then charity (when the giver
receives nothing in return for it)
has no logical, reasonable place in
human endeavor.
The golden rule is advocated in
the book, but only as a means to
achieving a good society—not for
any benefit to the nice guy.
Without Christian charity (and the
fear of going to hell to provide
practical reason for it) there really

isn't any reason to be more than
civil to anyone but one's immediate
friends and relatives. The golden
jule seems to be supported by
Adler and Aristotle for sentimental
reasons alone.
The fourth part deals with
logical thinking (Aristotle was
essential in developing this field)
and the
fifth
with such
philosophical and deep questions
as the concepts of infinity, eternity.
and the existence and nature ofGod. This part of the book is
somewhat deeper than the rest and
must be read a bit more slowly. It is
also one of the most interesting
parts.
Reading the book, I was struck
by the applicability of Aristotle's
thought in today's world. Probably
no other thinker has been as important in the debates over so
many of the basic issues facing
humanity as Aristotle has been.
Understanding Aristotle gives the
reader a greater insight into these
debates, which go on even today.
Riis book is an excellent introduction to that thought.

SUMMERSTAGE Garners
Three-Year Endowment
By Barbara J. Selwio
The Hartford Foundation for
Public Giving has awarded Trinity
College $7*1,000 over a three year
period in support of Summerstage,
Trinity's summer arts festival.
Summerstage, which began at
Trinity in 1977, presents a range of
activities in the arts including
professional theatre, dance, music,
children's theatre and art exhibits.
The program was started in order
to provide area residents more
cultural alternatives during the
summer and to effectively utilize
Trinity's facilities during the
summer.

Twyla Tharp, the controversial and highly publicized contemporary choreographer, will appear with
her dance company February 2 and 3 at Bushneil Hall In Hartford. Ticket Information is available
through tKe Bushnell box office [246-6807] or Ticfcetron outlets.

The Hartford Foundation for
Public Giving, a community
foundation supported by individuals whose gifts and bequests
are held in trust, presented Trinity
with this grant,to be used over a
period of three years;
:

Ivan Backer, Director of
Community Education a' Trinity
and" the coordinator, of Swnjnf"stage said, "We**Sre i\cq>\\ gjaicful for (lie generous support ot the
Hartford Foundation which will
allow us to continue to offer the
people of greater Hartford
professional entertainment in the
summer months."
Roger Shoemaker and Gail
Gordon also expressed deep appreciation
for
the
grant.
Shoemaker stated that the gram
now gave Suuimerstage "a sense of
stability." For- awhile, at least, it
would "no longer (be) a hand to
mouth" operation...now planning
can be realistic." He felt that
Summerstage needed the grant to
save the—consumer from paying
exhorbitant ticket prices.
.
Gail, Gordon felt that the
stabilizing effect of the grant on the
future activities of Sumnserstage is
an important aspect. She stressed
the fact that no art organization is a
break-even proposition and a grant
to such an organization as Summerstage helps to keep it the
consumer oriented group that it !*•
Summerstage is for the people and
they should not be made to absorb
the entire cost for productions. As
Gordon said, "It takes just as many
people today to produce Hamlet as
it did three hundred years ago.

FIREFOX

TO BEA BETTER WRITER

cont. from p. 6
to the north of Russia. A submarine
is underneath the ioe flow to refuel
him. Wow.
Mr Thomas is a former English
school teacher] But he writes with
none of the urbanity or sensitivity
of the really good English writers:
and after all that's why we read the
English instead of the Americans.
The book is not well paced, and the
slips of diction are terrible. The
Russians
speak
in
Df'
Strangelpvian Cold War Russian,
but it is .peppered with Britishism?.
It's a jolly-good shoot-em-upBut, nothing more.

V
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Editorial
New Dean
After six months of active and exhausting
dean-searching we have a new dean of the faculty.
Andrew De Rocco, a physicist who writes poetry, was
the "winner" of a contest which attracted more than
150 men and women. As a prize De Rocco will take over
one of the toughest jobs in the College on July 1.
De Rocco was selected after a long process which
included six day-long campus interviews of candidates.
It is apparent from the widespread satisfaction now
being voiced with the choice that the hardworking
faculty committee that organized the selection process
did its work well.
From his campus interviews it is clear that De Rocco
is an extremely bright, articulate, and widely
experienced man. He will need these qualities,
together with the administrative experience he gained
as the administrator of the University of Maryland's
orestigious Institute of Physical Sciences and Technology, in his new job.
As dean of the faculty, De Rocco will face the
challenge of leading the faculty and the College
through what may be a difficult time. Issues like
oossible declining enrollments, tenuring policies,
curriculum reform, and possible stagnation of the
faculty due to faculty cutbacks and the removal of
mandatory retirement requirements face the College in
the coming years.
It will be De Rocco's job to organize, and possibly
dragoon, much of the College community for the future.
Judging by his record, we expect De Rocco to provide
strong leadership in this task. In addition to a certain
firmness, it is necessary that important decisions be
made openly and fairiy. We trust he will be welcomed
into the College communityand wish him the best of
iuck.

Fading Memories
The passage of time is the greatest foe of activism.
Almost a month of class time has passed since the TCB
march and it appears that many groups at the College
are allowing memories of the event and the issues it
raised to fade,
' " H W c a l l to'action, or at least discussion, still"
remains clear. Even in the best light, the College's
commitment to improving the climate for minority
students, faculty, and staff can be called into question.
Problems like minority recruitment, which have
attracted the concern of groups like the College's Board
of Fellows, the investigating body for the Board of
Trustees, haven't even been publicly discussed.
The._ December , protest aroused considerable
interest and excitement in faculty and administration
quarters but no official, or even unofficial response has
been forthcoming. In the wake of the event the Student
Government Organization promised an open forum on
minority issues, but there hasn't even been a peep from
them since the end of vacation.

ADPhi Follies

r

"Some people are unbelievable, I mean can you
imagine people getting upset just.because we made a
little noise on a Saturday night, Saturday night.
"Christ, people are always getting on AD's back
because we like to haveagood time."
"This campus is so uptight, people don't know how
to have any fun. When we pick up our pledges we
always make a lot of noise, it adds to the group spirit^
y'know. Most of the guys were pretty drunk, but that's'
part of the whole experience."
"We always show up in the library, it's part of our
route around campus. It's part of the good time, it's too
bad that the nerds, I mean who's in the library on
Saturday night except nerds, don't have more of a
sense of humor about the whole thing. It's true that we
were pretty rowdy, that some champagne got spilled on
the carpet, and that we probably would have fired the
cannon in there if someone hadn't stopped us, but hell,
weohlydo it a couple times a year."
"It didn't really do any harm. The cannon is legal,
y'know. We'll pay for the carpet if it's stained."
"Yeah there've been a couple of incidents with the
AD pick up march before, but it's part of the process.
Some of the guys get pretty tanked, but they expect to.
After all, it's one of the ways we express pride in our
..organization."

Students
haven't
failed
language, the authors claim. The
language has simply failed its
students.

Grew Kudos
The Trinity Crew Team would
like to thank Tech Hifi of West
Hartford for providing the sound
and grand prize for Friday night's
very successful dance. Finally, we
would like to thank all of the
, students, faculty, and friends who
supported the team by attending
the dance. Finally, we would like to
extend our warm thanks to The
Last National Bank, Trinity
Package, The Brownstone, D&D
Package, Song Hays, Bottom's Up
Package, G. W. Lawson Ice
Cream, Lilley Package, Sebastian
Jewelers, and Golden Oak Package
for all their generous gifts and
support. Thanks to you all.

Spring Ring
'

To the College Community:
I am sick of crummy Spring
Weekends that are so boring only a
cloistered monk would find them
exciting. Hopefully this year will be
better, but only if bodies can be
motivated to organize, run, view,
and participate in the events. I
went before the planning board last
week, and they were receptive and
excited.
They explained, however, that
they simply did not have the
personnel to run all the events
envisioned. Generally, the frats are
relied on to do much of the work,
but it would be better for all if the
community iit large coulil be in-

I would like to see dorms get
involved in running and planning
events. You people in the dorms
have the money, the personnel, and
the R.A. organization already in
place, to help out. I encourage the
students living in the dorms to talk
to the R-A.s (after all, they're
getting all this money; they should
have to put up with a little grief)
and other students in their dorm
events. The SGPB usually has its
meetings Tuesday nights somewhere in Mather.
If anyone has any ideas, or
would just like to help out I urge
them to come to the SGPB's
meetings, or contact me at Box 115.
Some innovative, bizarre thinking
would be great to enliven the
weekend.
All that is needed are a few
dedicated folks willing to light a
few fires under some peoole *<"*
get them moving. It ain't that
tough, clowns, all you have to do is
get off your asses and move.
With great hope,
David W. Fitzpatrick '19
Box 115

"barrier of understanding" is not an
excuse for misunderstandings.
Whereas Barbara Selmo's intelligent notes of observation were
constructive and encouraging, I
thought she was somewhat timid of
expression. I would have liked to
have seen a more extensive article
with more criticism like the ones
she gave. As much as I would like
to believe that "the Trinity Review
is an excellent compilation of
various talents at Trinity," there is
always growth potential. I do think
this particular Review is a better
compilation than previous ones,
but the Review is always dependent
upon the contributor and I urge
many more people to submit. I
would have liked to have seen a
more extensive article with more
criticism like the ones she gave.
But alas, we have to deal with
the Michael Tinatis of the world!
Michael Tinati writes in his
opening statement, "One would
think that youth would celebrate
the joyous frivolities of life. Perusal
of the Trinity Review proves
otherwise." To him, I ask, Who
exactly, would think that youth
would celebrate thus? If he includes himself in the "one
would...," he automatically adheres
to an illusive, romantic, stereotype
of youth, and confidently assumes
that we all agree with what is not
necessarily a reality. He invites
ridicule, because he poses as a selfrighteous, elderly gentleman. His
perceptions seem out of touch with
. yputii. Perhaps in- a ftiore realistic
light, G. W. DresbadtT writes; J '0h
youth must bleed and measure, the
days that span the sea—But age
will keep forever, what youth
thought misery."
In the same paragraph, he cites
the magazine as being "dour,"
"somber," "and an overdose of
depression, full of mistreated
malignan.ts, reflections of loss.,.,
and deprecation of sex." He obviously did not read the Review
well, let alone take a "perusal" of
it. He attemots to examine three

pieces, "Katydid," by David Parr,
"My- Africa," by Maxwell Edusei,
and "Detail," by Penny Sutter.
Besides these three pieces which he
calls the "saving grace" of what is
to him an "overdose of '
depression," the rest of the
magazine is unimportant or
"somber." Has he read "Molting,"
by Bill Epes, a patiently executed
piece of writing about a lifeabsorbing rock climbing experience? Has he also read W, E.'s
playful and levitous word structure,,
entitled, "Since there are two ss
together..." or further positive
creations like "i to i," by Abbie
Lundberg, and "The courting of a
photograph," by Kate Simon? He
totally misunderstands "The
Breakfast Mission," by Julie
Wolcott, a wholly magical poem,
and a crystalline example of expression techniques. He inappropriately assumes the old black
men are bums and drunks, and
finds them waiting on a breakfast
line. The author is sitting in a
breakfast dining car staring out at
them, and the all too revealing sign.
Perhaps he is filled by the
Review's opening "somber" poem,
into believing alt of the contents to
be of the same mold. But I tend to
think he tried to apply an old and
common criticism of the Review to
this new issue, without much
preparation. The patented formula
of criticising the Review for selfindulgent expression fails to be
substantiated in even his own
criticism.
, Within a subtle franiewor/r of
his own ignorance, Michael Tinati
eritiei/.es. In this process, the
Review becomes the object upon
which he vents his views of reality.
He claims the Review "blundered" by placing "My Africa," on
a black backdrop with a "not so
menacing, domestic" cat etched in
white alongside it. Though I cannot
dispute likes or dislikes; there are
many things to consider before
cont. on p.
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Review Reviewed

Last week's Tripod unexpectedly carried a review of the
Review, for the first time in recent
Trinity history. An excellent idea,
there were two contradictory
articles on the recent edition of the
Trinity Review. Although this
letter addresses the authors of both
reviews, it is mainly in response to
the review written by Michael
Tinati.
The few criticisms that Barbara
The English language is "obsolete," charge the Eastern New Selmo offers in her review entitled
Mexico University professors, and "wonderful edition," are strong
it's because of the structures of points. She makes mention of a
certain "barrier of understanding:"
grammar.
what
is meaningful to one person
What they advocate is a
"stream-of-consciousness" type of can be totally meaningless to
writing, a collage of free- another. This is manifest in the
association fragments they call various perceptions of Review
layout, and poetry. However, this
"open structure" language.

Social Science to the Rescue
Authors Arlene Zebrowski and
-Stanley Berne say they know why
today's students aren't writing or
reading as well as students in years
past.
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Commentary
Necessarily Pedantic Treatise
By Peter L. Bain
: There comes a time in many
human relationships when the
manner in which the participants
.relate becbmes fajniliar. Spch a
jfamfliarity can be a reassuring,
ico'mfortirig thing. However, there;
may also come a time when the
manner in which1 the participants
relate becomes to familiar, worn,
sand finally stale. ; .......
! Such a development almost
always spells the end of the
possibilities, for growth within that
relationship, and finally the death
of the relationship; itself. This, fate
is all the more dangerous because it>
is so tremendously easy for", a'
comfortable, familiar relationship
to slip into a staleness that can only
be counterproductive.; .
Obviously, this kind of counterproductivity is to be resisted

devoutly. But how? The answer is
to avoid taking things for granted.
The more defined a relationship is
over time, the easier it is for the
participants to take for granted
(facets of their, roles in, that
relationship.
.
.: When this happens, depay and
destruction are not far behind.
.These tenets raise some serious
questions about that institution
which we call: higher education. I
can think of few other relationships
in our society as sharply defined as
that which exists between the
professor and the student. We
students at Trinity have been a part
of such a relationship for more
than three-quarters of 6ur lives.
For the professors, the percentage
is surely much higher.
: Both, groups of participants
have become extremely familiar
with the responsibilities, privileges,

Mote Letters

and boundaries of their roles.
The professors have studied for
years'that which they teach; and
have developed, whether they have
taught for a sepester or a decade,
patterns of instruction which, they
feel1 will do the rnost; effective job
of conveying a fraction of 'their
knowledge to the students.,
For bur own part, we as
students have been taking classes
for years and have developed those
patterns of study which we feel will
be the most effective manner in
which to learn thoroughly that
material which is presented to us
by our instructors.
The relationship is onetb which
both groups are accustomed arid in
which both are comfortable.
But perhaps we have become
too familiar with each other.
Perhaps we , as students have
become so. used to reading books,
taking notes, and writing ; papers
and examinations that what, were
once our habits of study have
become our habits of; avoiding
studying.
,, •

• •.: And perhaps the • professors
themselves have • become so
accustomed to; the material which
they are obliged to present in class
and the manner in which they
make'their presentation that they
iireadtually rid longed teaching,'but
rather routinely reciting facts;
concepts, and intellectual patterns
which, while new to every class
they address, are old and
repetitious to them, ,
Both of these consequences are
the result of taking for granted the
rolek and responsibilities inherent
in education. The professor
assumes that we have no real interest in the material being covered
and, as a result, treats the material
and us as if neither truly deserved
any attention, let alone devotion.
We, in turn, expect the
professor to take no interest in us
and to rnakei joo, effortjfo make
fresh the ihaterial he or she
presents; so we merely refine
further our skills of selective,
iricomplete study.

as a joyous poem? As well as
This happens a lot. And what is
having other merits, a few poems
Perhaps we have become so truly disturbing about the situation
delivering the last word off the are potent comments on .social, familiar with the mariner in which
preacher's pulpit as he has done. sexual, and political values; and- material is presented to us and is that neither group .seems to be
By making this statement, he sometimes these points can be what the professor expects us to terribly interested in taking any
has unintentionally brought up a made sharp only by undaunted know that we no longer study to action to correct the situation. You
question of whether the Review negativity. This is the case with learn, but rather practice some see, it is simply too easy to slide
should try to coordinate poetry "The Sacrifice," by Helen Bartletf, perverse form of selectivity that along in this comfortable, essencounterproductive
with artwork, something that an important work that ends with finds us studying only those bits t i a l l y
relationship.
Barbara Selmo claims is a strong positive insight.
and pieces of information which we
feature of this issue, never as efIn his labelling positive- feel that we must know in order to
If we are ever to break out of
fectively executed. In his reading, negative, black-white, somber- survive a particular course.
this
crippling
intellectual
Mr. Tinati may choose to coor- happy, we overlook the subtleties
dinate artwork or not; but this a in each piece, the various sencompletely subjective opinion. He sitivities and lights that make up
claims the Review "blundered"
each creation. We are limiting our
with the black back drop, thus
vision, concretizing our percreating an "obvious incongruity"
ception, and ignoring many
between medium. He overlooks
possible messages. As a magazine,
that a point is made to emphasize^
withdrawal of the American .
the negativity of Victorian"* The Review serves more as a,
By Eric Samuelson
military. What Carter and
stereotypes, precisely with the use reflection of honesty and balance.
H now seems clear that 1978
Brzezinski hoped to achieve was a
of black as the poem's associated We could not, of course, assume a
will be remembered as the Year of
color. This point is simultaneously dictatorial role of publishing only
compromise which would allow
China. The emergence of a
expressed in the poem; "Men • "happy" peotry, which would be an
diplomatic relations with Peking
modernization program under the
called me dark Africa, Dark application of Mr. Tinati's stance.
and yet permit continued American
With this the question arises: post-Mao leadership and the estab- trade and cultural contacts with
Africa?"
Where does he take us? If a lishment of diplomatic relations
It is Ironic that he chooses this criticism is of a limiting nature,, .as between Washington and Peking Taiwan as well as guarantees of
Taiwan's security.
poem as one of his favorites,
is Michael Tinati's, then of what after a thirty year hiatus represent
The negotiations culminated in
because he himself appears to be a
the
most
significant
international
use is it?
the agreement announced by
victim of the very throttling
news
of
the
last
year.
Time
names
It is precisely this kind of
President Carter on December
Victorian-type puritanism this
arrogance that art does not need. It Vice-Premier Teng Hsiao-p'ing as
15,1978. The compromise worked
poem so strongly admonishes. In
its
"Man
of
the
Year,"
a
gesture
setting himself upon the preacher's throttles the creative-artistic en- which was riot without irony since out called for the establishment of
pulpit, he overlooks the magazine's deavor in an academically and the last Chinese to receive the diplomatic relations between the
possibilities and betrays his professionally oriented com- honor were Generalissimo and
U.S. and China on January 1, 1979,
ignorance. In the disguised . munity. And it is precisely this type - Madame Chiang Kai-shek in 1937/
the breaking of relations with
ultimatum of his closing words he 'of gameplaying that the Review Teng's arrival this week in the U.S.
Taiwan, the removal of the remainexpects the fulfillment of his own itself has had to overcome, in order to meet with President Carter
ing 750 American military personopinions and simultaneously to approach the type of magazine offers a good opportunity to assess
nel from Taiwan, and the revocabecomes the puritanical missionary we envision.
the impact of our new relations
tion of the Security Treaty in one
I appreciate his mention of the with China.
and pompous, ego-involved critic;
year. The last item was a U.S. gain
"Hopefully...The Review will difficulty in compiling a magazine.
since the Chinese had formerly
Much of the world news of 1978
celebrate life rather than crucify it To a large extent, staff and editors
demanded that the treaty be
are at the "mercy" of the con- concerned the Panama Canal
in the spring edition."
immediately revoked, an action
tributor. But I recognize that this Treaty, the Middle East peace
which was unacceptable to both the
I am not denying that The was expressed after he had at- negotiations, and Iran. This
United States and Taiwan.
Review, as a body of students, tempted to color the magazine his obscured the secret-story of the
could be somewhat conditioned to way—a murky grey.
administration's efforts to conclude
Since Carter's speech, much ink
So, though I applaud the idea of "normalization" of relations with
^disregard 'odes of joy,' as
has been spilled on the China
''shallow." But the Review, as a reviewing The Review, a new China. The attempt began with
question and the future status of
responsible evaluation group, practice that does well to serve as a Secretary Vance's trip to Peking in
Taiwan. Senator Barry Goldwater
recognizes the publishing merit of check on a previously, exclusive August 1977,'and continued with
-j — - . . - , . „ •
has mounted a court challenge to
its poems. The value of each is organization, I think it requires a Zbigniew Brzezinski's visit in Mays!
Dfev^rrt P
*Pnaeirl<»»i*
r e s i d e n t n~~t.^Carter .c...
from
hopefully more evident in the midst lot more work and insight than 1978, which set the guidelines fog: prevent
recognizing
the
People's
Republic
pf these unavoidable biases. This Michael Tinati seems to have an agreement. From June td'
of China and abrogating the
magazine was constructed to give exhibited. I look forward to future December, secret negotiations
Security Treaty with Taiwan. The
an encompassing mirror of reviews, but only to those of a more were conducted through Leonard
debate reflects fears of a Comreflections moods and affirmations, responsible nature than Michael Woodcock, the head of the U.S.
munist takeover of Taiwan and the
!
Tinati's.
.
'
not negations of life.
Liaison Office in Peking.
-•'• argument that America should not
Jonathan Baiman '81
Three roadblocks stood in the
abandon her allies, and commit* The 1978 Fall" staff of the
way of an agreement: American
ment to human rights. However,
Review did not choose the poetry
The Tripod encourages expresmuch of the press and Congresfor its English or .artistic value sion of opinion through letters to support for the Nationalist government on Taiwan, the U.S.-National- sional criticism of Carter's China
"alone, which is important, but also the editor. In order to be published,
ist Mutual Security Treaty of 1954;
policy seems to me to be mis•Jor the many sides of expression, a letter must Include the name and
and the presence of American
placed.
Interpretation, and inspiration. address of the author. Authors's
troops on Taiwan. Peking insisted
The new agreements must be
Need I point out that inspiration names will be withheld by request.
and joy can be drawn from a Deadline for letters is Saturday on the removal of recognition from judged in terms of the risks and
the Nationalists, the immediate
potentially "somber" poem as* well evening.
abrogation of the treaty, and the
those of continuing the
cont. from p. 9

stagnance, someone must makeftf The Trinity
first move; It will have to be % color anc
The time has come' to stop TO. darkrooms
ching into class, mechanical! Anyone int
writing notes, and marching back Jeff Swain'i
out without having given a though;
to that which has been presented to
us in the-jprecedihg;'K<3ur.
If we are ,to be a part oi 8
"Greek
l e g i t i m a t e l y ..education Art" will t
relationship we must stop hanpf public lectl
an attitude towards professor' Thursday, 1
which allows us to sit and mind the McC(
lessly accept that which thev tt
lecture will
us. We must question what fa J. Heringtc
say* what, they do, even what the and Talcot
think if and when they "give it YaleUnive
cause. Arid they surely.'do give in
Lecture is 5
cause.
departmeri
This questioning will force i
Tne Moo
professor to earn our respect eien
sponsored
time he or she walks into to
ment at T
classroom and will, in turn, ears
respect for us.
j
A professor who is '"'unwilling is f
be challenged intelligently aid |
relentlessly does not deserve 'o i
There;
teach. Those who are willing lo be \ portant or
tested will teach . more than an; i all studen
Other intolerant professor w , with the i
could, as a professor who acceps 1 spring issu
our challenge will ; teach us tc j place, on li
intellectually defend ;and think lo- j ",00p.m. ii
ourselves.
.... . . .
j basement
wish to p?
T o run the risk of soundu;
to attend,
disburbingly idealistic, I assert to
your nan
we a r e here to learn. If this is to IK
dress, and
done we must force every profesw
Trinity R
on this campus to earn our respect
welcome.

Cias

each time he or she walks into the
classroom. The time to start is now

Current China Policy Laudable

• The?,

presents
evening
and rod
fake plac
S;30p.m.
.Austin t

"two China" policy. The Administration argues that now is the tune
to establish relations with mainland
China since Peking is l«*™j
outward to the West, for bo*
strategic and economic reasons, w
contain the Soviet Union and tor
technology and assistance
j
modernizing China's economy j
Moreover, Taiwan is now m« j
stronger both militarily a" !
economically than eter before, w ,
is in a better position to sum ;
, without direct American suppw': In response to, the critics. «> ;
unlikely that America will 'n
j
"abandon" Taiwan to the «
;
munists. The United States " j
tinues to have an 'import ;
economic stake m Taiwan s j n ;
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the Twe
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Mrs. j
Studerii
ticipatir
Excharii
year ft
acadeit
applies
'procedi
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catalog;
availabl
, 'he R^
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pendence; for with over SI m
in trade, Taiwan has become
eighth biggest trading partneraddition; American busn^
investment oh the, island am ^
to over $600 million, a f*
. likely to be overlooked in "•* ton. The new China policy » »
for trade and commerical con
through a "private" A«ner«J
Institute. Another important ^
L
ment of the agreement is W^, " f
Chinese have "agreed to
i^ninese nave a g i ' " 1 "
i«,
o n t h e q u e s l i o n o f future arms sale-t0

T a i w*
ail

,

w h i c. h.

„<. open it
leaves
for Taiwan's

means to provide
defense.
The rapprochement with™
land China occurs at a timL ^
the circumstances seem t n e .,„,
they have been in a g e " cr ' bc
The new China policy need m
seen as a betrayal of Taiwan i » t
a recognition.of jeality^one• tn ^
have ignored afgreat cost tor ^
decades. At the same tin*
America opens relations «'itn i ^
land China, we should cont'
support Taiwan's autonomy
peaceful resolution of its stams
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Announcements
procedure sheet for applying.
Applications must be submitted by
March 1,1979, even if the applicant
The Trinity Photo Club has both
is interested in participating during
color and black and white
Spring 1980 only. Interested apdarkrooms available for students.
plicants might also wish to speak to .
Anyone interested should contact
a UEA student here on exchange
Jeff Swain at 246-4431 or box 2005.
this year, Adrian Higgs, or Trinity
students who were at UEA last
year: Lynn Butterfield, Deborah
Cushman, Cindy Flanagan, Lynn
Kennedy. At least 4 or 5 places at
"Greek Poetry as a Performing
UEA will be available for 1979-1980.
Art" will be the topic of a free,
public lecture at Trinity College on
Thursday, February 8 at 4:15p.m. in
the McCook Auditorium. The
lecture will be presented by Dr. C.
Tuesday, January 30,1979, is the
J. Herington, professor of classics
and Talcott professor of Greek at last-day to add courses to one's
Yale University. The Moore Greek program of study for the Trinity
Lecture is sponsored by the classics Term 1979. It is also the last day to
drop a course from one's program
department at Trinity.
The Moore Greek Lecture is of study in order to avoid haying a
sponsored by the classics depart- "DR" entered on one's Permanent
Record Card (transcript) for the
ment at Trinity.
present term.

Photo Club

Classics Lecture

Change Courses

Trinity Review
There will be a brief but important organizational meeting for
all students interested in working
with the Trinity Review for the
spring issue. The meeting will take
• place on Wednesday, January 31 at
7:00p.m. in the Tripod office in the
basement of Jackson Hall. If-you
wish to participate, but are unable
to attend, please send a note with
your name, campus mailing address, and telephone number, to the
Trinity Review, Box .4000. All are
welcome. ,
.

Folk Society
presents "Gbnovest'S S'chltltz,'.' art
evening of old jazz, tin pan alley,
and rock and roll. This show will
fake place on Saturday; February 3,
8:30p.m. at Garmany Hall in the
.Austin Arts Center.

12 College Exchange

Won? Abroad
A Wor.k-Abrpad program
sponsored by the Council on International Educational Exchange
(CIEE) finds jobs in France,
Ireland, Great Britain and New
Zealand ' for American college
students. Normally, the-jobs are
unskilled and salaries are low, but
students may earn enough to pay
for their room and board.
• For, more information, contact
CIEE, Department PR-WA, 777
United Nations Plaza, New York,
NY .10017-.
'.',''

Barren Center
the Fa1l"l9f9 program5' •'of 'the' •
Barbieti Center/ Rome Campus
will be available in the Office of
Educational Services
(Dean
Winslow) on Monday, February 5,
1979. Please apply as soon as
possible after that date, but no later
than Wednesday, February 28.

Hillel Lecture

Responsibility for administering
the Twelve-C ollege Exchange has
On Monday, February 5,
been shifted from Dean Winslow to Professor Oliver W. Holmes will
Mrs. Joanne Miller, Registrar. speak on '"Jewish Intellectuals and
Students interested in participating in the Twelve-College
Exchange for the 1979-80 academic
THERE JS A
DIFFERENCE!
year for either term of that
academic year should obtain
application materials and a
/procedure sheet from Mrs. Miller
in the Registrar's Office. The
catalogs of the other colleges are
available for students to consult in
the Registrars Office. Students
must apply by Friday, February 2, .
1979.

Economics Program
Present sophomores interested
in study at the London School of
Economics and Political Sience for
the 19794980 academic year should
have at least a Bt average through
the 'first term of their sophomore
year. Please read the up-to-date
materials in the maroon binder in
the Office of Educational Services
and Records and obtain a copy of
the information sheet on the LSE, if
you "are interested. Yolanda Sefcik,
now at Trinity, was enrolled at the
London School of Economics from
Trinity College last year. Ed
Kaminsky is there now.

East Anglia .
Students interested in this
exchange with a British university
for the 1979-SO academic year or for
the Spring of 1980 are reminded to
read the information in the maroon
Wnder in the Office of- Educational
M - obtain a co*"" of th«

Politics in 19th Century Europe."
Professor Holmes is a member of
the History Department at
Wesleyan. The lecture will be
sponsored by Hillel and will be held
in the Faculty Club at 4:00p.m.

Cassis
The
Modern
Languages
Department has announced that it
will offer a three-credit program in
French, to be taught July 2 this
summer at the Camargo Foundation in Cassis, France through
August 10.
Three credits will be awarded
for participation in the program.
More information will be
distributed in students' mailboxes.
Any student with further questions
should contact" Professor Sonia
Lee at Extension 313.

;

Connecticut
cont. from p. 5

Kennelly Proposes Legislation
The General Assembly was handed another package of bills last
week, by recently elected Secretary of State Barbara Kennelly.
Among the 23 bills which the Secretary of State endorses is a
controversial proposal for public financing of statewide campaigns.
The bill requires state funding for the campaigns of candidates for
governor, U.S. senator, and'other statewide offices.
'

Wesleyan Needs Funds
Wesleyan University, threatened by a shortage of capital and
operating funds, is launching a wide scale fund raising campaign.
After studying the school's financial situation, the Wesleyan
University trustees' development committee announced.the neerl tn
raise an estimated $9 million in thef'next five.years. The committee
recommended that the University hire outside;pfofesjsional help in
. order to accomplish thisunprecedented task.
'

Commune in the Ozarks

cotit. from p. 4
•violent language, and especially to
cultivate a non-competitive,
communal attitude.
Although
EastWind
is
separated from the rest of the
country, it does observe holidays,
and it has parties too. On Sunday,
New Year's Eve, there is some talk
about the parties in the evening,
but I dn't notice any great excitement. The pace is relaxed and it
is diificvjlt to imagine it otherwise.
There are two parties to pick from
after dinner: The Rowdy Party,
held in the hammock-making area,
and the Mellow Party, in the small
and meditative music room.

Kaukonen is quietly playing
acoustic on the stereo (sixties
mellow), and people are sitting in a
circle before a subdued fire. The
front,of the room is golden yellow
from the fire and candles and in the
back, where the really mellow, can
go, its completely black. It's a very
loving group, sipping wine and fruit
juices, passing pipes, and keeping
this yellow balloon in the air until a
barbaric guy with a beard destroys
it and everyone laughs.
The Rowdy Party has cleared
away the hammock rack, and
there's a huge dance floor. The
music is pushed up much too loud
The Mellow Party is in full to converse to and sounds
progress when I arrive. Jorma tremendous. The D.J. pulls out a

1

number of obscure rock classics as
well as thfc usual FM material. It
takes a while to get started but its
the most uhselfcqnscious party I've
ever been to. The energy rises as
midnight approaches, someone
puts on "Volunteers of America,"
and the crowd goes wild...
'
The next day is New Years for
the rest of America, but at East
Wind its just another, perhaps
slightly hungover vacations and
parties day. There's a real continuity, a rhythm to life which do
not disturb. The communal life is
boring, for some because its simpler, but its also calmer, and that's
a calm that may keep some people
here for the rest of their lives.

Expert Professional Resumes Prepared
Format and content individually designed.
Consultations through finished copy.

Contact:
A. Costas 727-9159 evenings
BE SOMEONE SPECIAL
You can be someone special by doing something unique for your friends and loved ones this
coming Valentines Day. Have your Valentine cards and letters mailedby us from LOVELAND
Colorado. Your cards will be received with a special message from cupid printed on the f#ter
envelope as weli as a LOVELAND postmark. Just send your cards, addressed and stamp&f, to
us by Feb. 2nd and we will remail them from LOVELAND in time for Valentines Day. Mail raup
to three cards for $1.00 or as many as seven cards for S2.0Q and we'JI take care of the restf tfte
cost is small! Do something special! Mail to: Communication Co., P.O. Box 7916, Colo. Spgi.,
Co. 80933
'
.
'
.
.
.
- CAMP COUNSELOR OPENINGS
for Faculty, Graduate Students and Undergraduates
(minimum—one year college)
A group of 10 long established camps located in the New England area, comprising Boys, Girls,
Brother-Sister and Co-Ed camps have openings for qualified counselors in the following areas:
ARCHERY

GYMNASTICS

ARTS & CRAFTS

INDUSTRIAL ARTS MAJORS
LACROSSE

BASEBALL

KIPUil*
EDUCATIONAL
CENTER
1

• 800 Silver Lane
E. Hartford, Ct. 06118
568-7927
or
101 Whitney Ave.
New Haven, Ct. 06511
789-1169
For Information About
Other Centers Outside NY State

CALL TOLL FREE

800-223-1782

Centers In Major US Cities
Puerto Rico,Toronto, Canada
& Lugano, Switzerland

RIFLERY
SAILING
SCUBA

PHYSICAL FITNESS
BASKETBALL

'

SMALL CRAFTS
SOCCER

DRAMA

PIANISTS
PIONEERING & TRIPPING—
Canoe & Mountain Trips

FENCING

PHOTOGRAPHY

TRAMPOLINE

RADIO

WATERSKIING

-:

SWIMMING (W.S.I.)
. TENNIS

Wi. dWhave neea for:
ADMINISTRATIVE SKILLS—Head Counselors, Head Waterfront, Group Leaders, Program
Assistants, Office Personnel and GENERAL COUNSELORS for younger campers.
One application reaches ten of New England's top camps. Salaries are commensurate with
experience and skills.
WRITE: (please..enclose full details as to your skills and experience) CAMP ASSOCIATES 25
East 83rd Street, New York, New York 10028
1,
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More Sports
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Phntobv David Koeopfl

Men's JV Squash
Bob Plumb

The Bantam JV squash team defeated,M.I.T. 9-0 and Amherst
6-3 to raise its record to 2-1, the loss being in their debut against
Dartmouth. Trinity was led by the efforts of Van Dillon, Mark Eckel,
Jom Martini Rick Gelin., and Ross Goldberg, who all gave
tremendous performances in both matches.

photo by Randy Pearsall

Plumb, Wacko Players Of The Week
Trinity right winger Bob Plumb was named ECAC Division III Hockey Forward-of-the-Week for his
performances against Ramapo, Fairfield, and Wesleyan. Bantam netminder Ted Walkowicz was
named ECAC Goalie-of-the-Week as he lowered his goals against average to 3.67 while notching a trio
of Division 111 victories. Plumb tallied five goals against Ramapo, six points against Fairfield, and the
deciding goal in a close 4-3 tilt of Wesleyan to take the Cardinals' Tournament at Middletown.
Walkowicz was especially brilliant in the Wesleyan contest, preserving the important triumph for the
Bantams.

For
Delicious
Pizza arid Hot
Oven Grinders

This Week In Trinity Sports

Men's Varsity Basketball vs. Wesleyan,
Away, 7:30
- . Men's JV Basketball vs. Wes., M %
'•'5:45 -'!: O>l4f "'-V,
"
Men's JV Basketball vs. Wesleyan,
s V. Brick
Away, 5:45
player, ai
Women's Varsity Basketball vs. Vassar.
i led the
Away, 4:00
< sfceond :
Women's Varsity Squash vs. Vassar, : in history
Away, 4:00
i Wd 11 toy
Women's JV Squash vs. Westminster.
HOME, 5:00
Men's JV Squash vs. Yale. HOME. 7:00

Tuesday, Jan. 30-

Call when you
leave - it will
he ready upon
arrrival

*
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Thursday, Feb. 1-
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Come in and Eat in our
NEWLY EXPANDED Dining Room!

> i i 7 n~>1A

247-0234

Richard Staton
prop.

•

Away, 8:00
Men's JV Basketball vs. Amherst.
Away, 6:00
Men's JV Squash vs. Wesleyan, A«a.v.
A ran
•
4:00
.
Women's Varsity BasketbaU vs. Wesle>-

New Er
forfeits ii

i Period i
i Another
'he oi

Wesleyan
Women's Squash in Howe Cup at Yale
Varsity Hockey vs. Quinnipiac. H.0M '•

Friday-SundaySaturday, Feb. 3-

7:30

;

•

Men's Varsity Basketball vs. Conn
College, HOME, 8:00
.
Men's JV Basketball vs. Northficlo-*1 •
Hermon, HOME, 6:00
T
Men's Varsity Swimming v s . , "
Away, 2:00
Varsitv Wrestling vs. Brown. Hoi"'1
•

Monday, Feb. 5-

Trinity,

CQ-capi

Men's Squash Round Robin Tourney a'

Friday-Saturday-

Across from South Campus
287 New Britain Avenue
Hartford
BECOME A COLLEGE CAMPUS DEALER
Sell Brand Name Stereo Components at lowest
prices. High profits• NO INVESTMENT REQUIRED.
For details, contact: FAD Components, Inc..
65Passaic Ave., P.o. Box 689, Fairfield, New Jersey 07006
llene Orlowsky 201-227-6800 , •

.
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"

MIT

Women's Varsity Swimming vs. i"
Away, 2:00
Fencing vs. SMU, Awav, 1:00
,
Indoor Track at Williams Invitation: ^
1:00
Women's' Varsity Basketball *s
UHart, Away. 7:00
,
,p
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4:00
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More Sports
Preview: Indoor Track 1979

By Alex Magoun
Trinity's Memorial Field House
is one of the -oldest facilities on
campus, going back to before
World War I. Since then, millions
of laps have been recorded on the
square, ten-lap-to-the-mile dirt
track. Unfortunately, the building
shows its age, for the dirt has been
pounded to a cement-like hardness,
and the sun seems to rarely shine
through the gray-filmed windows.
A fair proportion of the
members of the Trinity community

would have a hard time defining an
athletic cage, much less finding
Trinity's. Aiiother fraction swears
to never join the rat race around
the rim, disdaining the mustiness
and monotony. The third group
wearily plods or lopes about the
track,
reconciling
• the
repetitiousness of their journey
with the consolation of being ableto run in a warm, dry environment
during Hartford's rainy season.
The last- fraction, painfully
smaller than the others, is the
subject of this article. The twelve

Trinity's Two
George Brickley$
One afternoon against Bates he
crossed the opponent's goal line
George M. Brickley/Class of four different times.
1978, is the Tri-Captain of thais • L.Biit there was a sour note to all
year's superb Trinity Hockey team. of this gridiron glory. George V.
George M. Brickley is also the Brickley had played • semi-pro
leading scorer in Trinty history, baseball under his own name the
- and is barely a handful of tallies summer before he entered Trinity,
away from breaking the hundred- and halfway through the season he
goal mark for his fouryear^ Bantam became embroiled in a heated
hockey career. Most of this is eligibility controversy. N.Y.U.
familiar stuff to Trinity fans today, cancelled their game with Trinity,
but there is a side to the story of and the Intercollegiate Athletic
which many may not be aware. Association issued an edict that
George M..Brickley did not come any team playing Trinity, would
by his talent honestly. He inherited have all its' players branded as
professionals.
;
\
Trinity
stood
by
its young star,
i
George V, Brickley, CJlass of
as*
did
most
of
the Eastern
: 1919, was a twenty-one year old
newspapers,
gnd
the
edict
was soon
I freshman when he came to Trinity
rescinded.
But
the
scars
remained,
t in the fall of 1915. It had taken him
£,ajmast four years to earn enough and George Brickley did not return
loney.to go,to college, and he Jo Trinity the following fall.
•"•wtfftted an education,, But\Geprge:
' Once again, now some sixty1
V. Brickley was also' a 'football years'"later, -Trinity records are
plaver, and in that first autumn he" falling in the.name of Brickley. The
assn
\ led the Bantams to only their grandson of the first thousand yard
\ se-cond
undefeated
season' rusher in Trinity history has a good
t in history, chalking up 1,008 yards chance of becoming its first
," and 11 touchdowns in seven, games. hundred goal scorer.
I

;

By Nick Noble

it.

'

. • ; . • ' • . •

. ; " • . • • • •

man to look for the 35-lb. weight never run indoors before, but he
throw and the shot put. While the and Brooks should be dueling each
discus is his favorite event (he other in the 880 for the next four .
holds the college record), Mather years, inside and out. Bob Robles is
should score some points next still suffering from the after-effects'
Saturday if he breaks 40 feet in of a thigh muscle tear, but
his natural speed and determinaeither event.
Mike Rauseo, a transfer student tion may make him a factor in the
hasn't pole vaulted for four years,' *half or 1000.
but in his first two weeks here,'he
Finally, there are the distance
reached eleven feet. That's six events. Co-captain John Sandman
inches better than Trinity's best last has some grudges he'd like to settle
Spring, and if Rauseo can perfect before he leaves, and the 61.5
his form, he should have a poit or quarter he uncorked in practice
indicates he may be ready to do so
two as well.
.
,
Walter Champion and* Uko in Saturday's mile. Coach Rick
Udodong are a couple of seniors Hazleton thinks Bob Williams is
who figure to do well in the 60 yard working harder than ever before,
dash. Champ hit 10.1 in the 100 last •fend he may not be far behind his
year, and Udodong believes he is in fellow frat man in the "classic"
the best shape ever for winter distance event. Alex Magoun, who >
track. Freshman Doug Brooks has enjoyed phenomenal drops in
would sprint, except he's needed in time over the last year and a half in
at least two other events, "the 60 cross-country and the two-mile, is
high hurdles and the half mile run. looking-for;more of the same on
With the aid of some yoga exercies, Saturday. Is the record(9:22) in
Brooks has been preparing for the danger? "Gee whiz, I hope so."
extra three inches on the hurdles
over the high school standard, and
These, then, arc the hardy souls
on weekends he enjoys some "real who will visit the frozen wastes of
nice" 10 to 14 mile runs.
northwestern Massachusetts this
Bob Reading, another fresh- weekend. "It's a long trip, but a
man, admits he's not in great shape, short season; and the competing
but with four men missing from last Bantams derive as much from it as
year's middle distance corps, he's possible in anticipation of the "real
being counted on in the quarter season."
and mile relay; Bob Rasmus,sen has

,•::•;

Wrestling Falls To 1-8

0

to fifteen students in this group are
members of the indoor track and
field team, who log up to nine miles
in the cage on a rainy afternoon
and who round the comers at
twelve to fifteen miles an hour
during an interval practice. They
physics of such stress virtually
assures that every man who
repeatedly engages in this activity
will suffer some sort of injury,
ranging from shin splints to stress
fractures, all; for an "informal"
sport.
Indoor track is informal,
because there are only two meets
scheduled, three and four
Saturdays after the Trinity
semekter begins. Both are away, at
Williams and Coast Guard, and
they afford the determined outdoor
track and field athlete a chance to
stay competitively sharp, as all of
the Bftijtams' opponents have- a
vafsity winter season. For
February, then, Trinity's T and F
crew works at a disadvantage, for
most of their opposition has been
perfecting the techniques of the
field events and sprints, and
developing an enviable anaerobic,
capacity for the distance races.
With these thoughts taken into
consideration, the Blue and Gold
•will save its scoring for the Spring
season.
Co-captain Jeff Mather is the

. This week proyed to be a ponent. Dave Brooks again came
disappointment for the wrestling out flying, as he dominated the
squad, as they suffered three match from the start. This victory
defeats and had their record drop was extremely .satisfying, as Dave
to 1-8. On Wednesday, the Bantams wrestled for the Amherst while
played host to Western" New' there on the 12-college exchange
England, and fell by a 39-12 score. last semester.
In this match, the Baits'had to ••••''• In the final match of the day,
forfeit the 150 and 158 pound the Bantams w&re faced with
classes, thus giving, up 12 much wrestling UHart, a Division. II
needed points before the match school. Although the Bants came
even began. At 118 pounds, Max out on the losing end of a 33-9
Edusei received a forfeit to give score, they showed a great deal of
Trinity an-early 6-0 lead. Three determination and almost pulled,
successive pins by the Western • ,pff some thrilling upsets. After the
New England club and the two Trinity forfeit at 118, Dave Mueller
forfeits quickly raised the score-to continuously fought the Hawk's
30-6, Next on the mat,was Trinity, captain and lost 13-2. Eric Lewis
co-capt. John O'Brien, who wrestled with a pulled neck muscle,
wrestled outstandingly in the third and lost 15-7. In perhaps the best
period to gain 'a 9-4 win.,After match of the day, Mark Malkovitch
another Western pin, Dave Brooks* nearly beat a fine Hawk grappler,
'he other Bantam co-capt., but finally fell, 8-7. A pin and a
responded with a hard-earned 8-4 , forfeit raised the score to 27-0 iii
decision. In the final match of the favor of Hartford. John O'Brien lost
evening, Western's 300 lb,, a close match, 4-3. At 177, a surheavyweight squashed Glenn prising Peter Smith pinned his man
to put the Bantams on the
McLellan for a decision.
On Saturday, the Bantams Scoreboard. At 190, Brooks won
traveled to UHart for matches, again, toying with his opponent
against Amherst and the always- and raising his record to 4-1 since
'ough Hawks. The Amherst match joining the team in January. In the
was marked by forfeits from each heavyweight division, Glenn
team, but the Lord Jeffs overcame McLellan lost by decision to finish
an early deficit to win, 36-24. Dave 'up the day's action.
Mueller, Eric Lewis, and Glenn
The wrestling team has been
McLellan all received forfeits for working hard, and with more
'he Bantams, while the Lord Jeffs experience, should do well in the
picked up the free points in the 118 future. The matches next week are
a
nd 158 pound classes. John O'Brien on Wednesday, vs. M.I.T., and
won impressively at 167 for the against Brown, at HOME, on
Bants, as his expertise and Saturday at 2:00.
determination baffled his op-

Sports
Scene
From
The
Summit
cont. from p. 15
Coaches Clark and Llpkovfch talk to their starters during a time out.
reactions to a game. I can fully appreciate the delicacies of a building year; but not when they include
the virtual destruction of players who have given their all to the system for so many seasons. This isn't
Kentucky, or Duke, or Notre Dame. This is Trinity, and Jjere a pefsptf. who has paid bis or her dues for.
three long winters deserves something, a little.' more substantial than'afpat on the back and a hard seat. •
Of course, I'm sentimental enough to think that wherr it '.comes" to such things as seeding for aTournament, along with won-lost record, comparative scores, and comparative schedules, a little
thing called seniority should also play a part, especially at this level. Most fans are not freshmen.
Sentimentality aside, I can't fofthe life of me figure out how a player can score over forty points in,
his first two games, be named tovthe ECAC Honor Roll fo? that week, and then, upon returning to the
program after vacation, fully recovered from a previous injury, see ho more than scattered minutes of
action during the next six contests.
The Men's program isn't the only one with sore spots. I had never before seen a coach talk strategy,
only with her starting five during time outs, to the exclusion of her bench, until 1 watched a handful of ••
Women's Hoop games this winter. And in this, the first Women's Basketball season in a long while
where there has been any sort of substantial bench, there are starting players who will be kept in-•
action for marathon stretches, where it is obvious, even to the dullest spectator, that they become ;
worn out and useless.
.
Then there was the player who went O-for-a-million in the first game of the'season, but finally
rewarded the coach's faith in her by demonstrating some clutch shooting in game two. So when that
same player saw next to zilch playing time in game three, this reporter was somewhat perplexed.
Under those conditions any team would lose its composure.
;
Coaching is not an easy job. To play well, an athlete does not have to lifce his or her coach. The
finest coach I ever knew was a hard-nosed martinet who was liked by few and feared by many. But he
was respected by all, because he never lost his cool, always remembered his players' names and their
positions, and never ignored or insulted an athlete. Tact and diplomacy are as important a part of a
coach's wardrobe as vision and discipline. Coaching is as much people as it is ideas.
I have great respect for many of the ideas that form the foundation of the 1979 Basketball season.
The renewed emphasison. conditioning, the concept of a building year, the improved recruiting
efforts, and the various innovations, such as vacation trips, youth clinics, etc., are the kinds of things
that can only enhance Trinity Basketball. Cpach Doyle's concept of a Friends Of Trinity Basketball
organization is a step that I have long considered necessary in several areas of Trinity's athletic
endeavor. The Trinity Women's Athletic program, soon to complete its first decade, would do well to
cultivate such an alumni base.
But ideas and programs and systems are just what they are, and nothing more. It is the people
behind them with which I am concerned. After all, no matter how enlightened the concept, it is the
morale and enthusiasm of the people involved, in this case the coaches, fans, and players, that can
make or break its true success.•*••

More Sports
Brickley, Brown Notch Two Apiece Against Iona
Loss To Nichols Leaves Bantams 7-2 In Div. Ill
By Nancy Lucas

The third period caught Wacko
Ah, sweet revenge. Last year's off guard. In the first 3 minutes he
6-5 loss to a fired-up Iona team was let up 2 goals. The score at this
a cruel blow to the high flying. point was 5-3 and Iona had the
.Hockey Bantams, But George 'momentum.
Brickley and Clint Brown conThen Bob Plumb came up with
tributed two goals apiece as they an important goal, as he picked up
refused to allow an instant replay. a Slattery pass, skated in unTrin came out firing and despite a touched and let loose a blistering
last period Iona rally, the Bants shot that stunned the Iona net•were solidly on top, 7-4 in Wed- minder.
nesday night's contest.
Iona scored once more to
tighten up the score at 6-4. Then it
***********************
was George BricEley vs. Iona as the
lanky
center skated around the
Ted Walkowicz was the story of
entire
visiting
team in their own
the first period. A deluge of tricky
4one,
twice,
and
passed to linemate
Iona shots kept the netmirider.
Clint Brown stationed right' in
busy, but he met the challenge with
front of the cage.
flying colors (blue and gold, of
On defense, David Roman
course). And his teammates did not
(playing
both defensively and up
let him down. Jack Slattery notched his first of three assists when front) and Dana Barnard played a
he fed George Brickley, who strong game, especially since
scored on a beautiful slapper from Coach Dunham has had t j use four
the left side. Not long afterwards, regulars due to tough injuries in the
Ted Aimy's shot from the top of the defensive sector.
circle was deflected in by Clint
***********************
Brown, Trinity's newest scoring
threat. Along with Brown's sudden
The Nichols team topped the
discovery of the "net, his penaltyTrin skaters on Saturday night, 4-2,
killing along with Rich Margenot is
in a contest plagued with conawesome at times and only great at
troversial officiating and a lot of
others. And it was off Brown's facebad breaks. Dayid Roman,
off that Brickley scored his second
, although assisting on both Trinity
of the period to put his team up 3-0.
scoring plays, hit the post no less
' Trin
dominated
without than three times. Two Nichols
question in the second period, goals should rightfully be credited
Larry Rosenthal picked up his fifth to Trin players trying to help out
goal of the season ona phenomenal ailing goalie Walkowicz. George
shot. Rosenthal cruised across the Brickley and Bob Plumb tallied the
Iona WueJine on the right side, and Bantam goals.
his dead-on wrist shot sailed over
************************
the goalie's shoulder and lodged
firmly in the top left hand corner of
The Bantams meet the Lord
the net. Tom Chase picked up an Jeffs from Amherst on Wednesday
assist.
at the Glastonbury Arena at 7:45.
Iona came up with one goal, Come see "the Blue and Gold.
and then Tom Keenan took only 17 Gladiators" in what might amount
seconds to cancel that comeback to be a warm-up for the ECAC
threat to close out the second finals. On Saturday, the Quinnipiac
period scoring, .
*
Braves travel to Trin home ice.
Game time is 7:30.

Men's JV Hoop
On Losing Skein
By Anthony Fischetti

cushion.
The game was put on ice in the •
initial 10 minutes of the final half, as
Williams refused to shoot unless it
had either a,n uncontested layup or
a high percentage shot. This
strategy helped open up a 14 point
margin at its widest point, as the
Trin offense fell into some poor
shot selection as it vainly tried to
keep pace.
The margin was cut to 4 on
baskets by Jamaal Cantey and
Martinez, but a 3 point play and a
parade to the foul line helped the
visitors regain their lead. Martinez
scored 23 points to lead both
teams, followed by Taylor with 19,
and Cantey, who added 10.

Since returning from the
holiday layoff, the JV basketball
team has had a tough time putting a
good "defensive and offensive game
together. The defense excelled in a
47-39 loss to Coast Guard last week
while the offense sputtered, with
the reverse holding true against
Williams. The offense was more
than adequate but the defense
porous, as the Junior Bantams
dropped' their second straight, 7966.
The first half was marked by
run-and-gun, "hope you miss"
defense, as both squads raced up
and down the court, scoring almost
at will. Angel Martinez and Scott
Taylor carried most of the scoring
burden for the hosts, as the more
The jayvees will be trying to get
balanced Williams attack slowly
back on the winning trail tonight,
opened up a lead as the end of the
as they make the trek to Wesleyan
half neared. An 8-2 scoring tear
to take on the Cardinals in a 5:45
gave the Ephmen a 43-37 halftime
tilt.

Rick Margenot controls the puck against Iona as part of an
extremely effective Bantam penalty killing unit.

photo bv David Koeppel

Men's Varsity Basketball Falls
To Williams, Kings Point
By Anthony Fischetti
They say it takes a young team
time to gel, that as soon as it learns
to play together, its talents will
be fully realized-.'It's not time to
push the panic button yet, butmental mistakes and inexperience
have bee the main culprits in the
basketball team's disastrous season
thus far. The two once again'
teamed up to hand the Bantams a
pair of losses last week, as Trinity
fell to Williams and Kings Point to
stand at 3-8 at the midseason point.

basket. Jim Callahan hit a few to
open the game, but he cooled off,
as did the entire Trinity point
production. A three point play near
the end of the half boosted the
visitors to the biggest margin of the
first 20 minutes, 27-15, as the teams
broke for the intermission.

A crucial blow had been dealt Trinity's fortunes,, however, as
standout 6'7" forward Rapp injured
his right ankle (he had sprained his
left ankle earlier in the season) and
Neither loss was a blowout, as was helped off the court late in the
.the Bants were downed by margins first half. Without his strong inside
of 12 and 11 points, respectively, but have and help on the boards, the.
there was something disturbing Bantams were put at a further
about the defeats. In each game disadvantage.
Trin fell behind early, and was
never able to crawl out of the hole
Williams broke from the gate
it had dug for itself. The opponent quickly in the opening minutes of
would grab a 10 point lead, and by the second half, and shortly the
the time the Bants had caught up, bulge had grown to 14 points. It was
they would have nothing left for here that the Bantams embarked
the stretch, having expended all of on their comeback, slowly inching
their energy during the comeback. back behind the scoring of Coufu,
who was on fire from the outside,
***********************
along with guard Woody Baird,
who went three for three from the
This script held true against field, and helped out with his usual
Williams as, after an early 7-4 lead, strong defensive"game. With 5:50
the Trinity offensive game went" left, the deficit had been trimmed
AWOL, as the Ephmen caught' up to 6 points, and a minute later it
and took the lead. Luckily the was cut to 4;
hosts' defense continued playing
tough, with Steve Bracken, Roger
A questionable technical foul
Coutu, and Carl Rapp up front,
forcing Williams into some low on Trinity for an illegal substitution, and the subsequent
percentage shots.
possession helped the Ephmen
On the other end of the court, regain their composure and put the
the Bantams could not buy a game out of reach, winning by a 68-

56 score. Coutu' was high for the
Bantams, scoring 20. followed b\
Callahan with 14. The loss was
exemplary of the difficulties the
Bants are, having at home, as they
now sport a 1-5 record in the not-sofriendly confines of Ferris.
•v: . • ;;.•"
.•
***********************
Traity then traveled to the
wilds of Long Island to take on a
talent-laden Kings Point team. The
hosts were treated cordially by
their guests, as they jumped out to
a 6-0 lead before the Bantams had
taken their warmups off. Once
again the persistent Bants refused
to die, and closed to within 31-30 at
the half.
• Rapp was the big gun for the
visitors, scoring a game-high tota.
of 20 points as the Bantam*
struggled to keep up with their
more experienced opponents'
Trinity shot 13 of 14 from the foul
line, which helped keep it closebut turnovers early in the secoiio
half helped Kings Point jump »ul
to a seven point lead, en route to a
68-57 victory.
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***********************

The cagers-visit Wesleyan
tonight, seeking to avenge a"
earlier loss to the Cardinals *'"n
the opening tap set for 7:30,
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More Sports
.500 After 1-1 Week

Women's VatsJty • Bas
By Kate Meyers

Senior Kathy Crawford takes the outside jumper against Quinnipiac
in last week's loss.
photo by Mark Bonadies

Thursday evening the rain
came, but by Saturday afternoon
the sun had shone. So it was for the
Trinity Women Hoopsters, who
had floundered in a turbulent
storm of mistakes against a strong
Quihnipiac team, but recaptured
their cool to defeat Smith.
The team had a rough time
generating an offensive attack
versus Quinnipiac. The visitors
kept Trinity away from the hoop,
away from the rebounds, and
consequently away from the score.
The final tally was 64-27, adequate
proof of a deluge. The best
shooting performance came from
Cathy Anderson who artfully
tallied consecutive baskets in the
waning moments of the gloomy
contest.
Sunshine sparked the Bantams
and their enlightened spirits
brought forth an awesome display
of basketball. You might say that
they took it directly to the hoop.j
Tracy Partridge was swishing from
the outside, Sue Levin was stealing
off the press, and Cindy Higgins

was skying all over the place.
Faster than a speeding bullet,
Kathy Schlein left the Smithies in a
trail of dust as she scored on one
fast break after another and
tickeled.the twine.for a total of 19
points. Partridge was next with .17,
and Levin had 12 from the point
position. Lu DiMaria came in to
help round out the Bantam show.
Smith threatened once in- the
second half, coming within four of
the Bantams. But Trin's ferocious

five held tough and ; • abbed their
composure. Hustling and pressing
they quickly piled the lead back up
to ten to assure ; iteir second
victory of the season , 55-45.
This week tit e
Bantam
Women's Hoop, . 1-, ni ) will face
Conn College,
.•:^sar,.. and
Wesleyan. They ne-ri .r.i maintain.;
their tough, aggro.;', "•! defense,
and work on stul •Hizing., theiri
erratic offense. Also. it might,be-a
goqd idea to avoid stn i-my weather.

Sports Scene From The Summit

By Nick Noble
What has become of Trinity Basketball?
Oh, I know there,are still Basketball games scheduled for Men's and Women's Varsity teams at
various hours on various days in Unit A of the Ferris Athletic Center. But you can't fool me; that's not
Trinity Basketball. In the Trinity Basketball I knew and loved the crowds were excited, no matterwho
was winning. In the Trinity Basketball I remember the players on the bench were animated, part of the
game, caught up in the excitement of the event that they themselves belonged to. Morale was high:
on the court, on the bench, and in the bleachers. This senste of well being enabled even the poorest of
'I nnil) teams to pul up twice the fight that was expected of them, and occasionally to even snuk'h
'victory from thejaw3of.aefe^ G ^'4a.b^tJaiSefini^^4»pd.JlJ^|rfcS ^fir#Hfola&mjfr that it may bo
an old fashioned definition'that might VeryWfcll be out "of date) Trinity BasibStball is nowhere to be
SLUM today

This is not meant as an out-and-out rag on the present Basketball program for men and women.
Admittedly I am displeased with much that is happening, but in certain areas I am willing to withhold
judgement, for I can see the possibility of potential merit. But the question has still been gnawing at
the back of my brain, and despite all my efforts to the contrary it has grown. The apprehension has
become fear, the fear turned into anger, and the anger has dissipated itself into the frustration that
motivates this week's column.
,
.... •
Its not that one team isn't winning and that the other is struggling to stay at .500. Winning isn't
everything, but there are good ways and bad ways to lose. Still, this is not meant as a harsh critique of
the system. I am not passing judgement here. I am merely attempting to articulate a few puzzling
observations I have made so far this season.
•
In the first place, morale is low: on the bench and in the bleachers^ for both the Men's arid the
Women's Varsity. The fan disillusionment is easy to understand. They've grown accustomed to.the
old style Trinity Basketball, where the game was worth watching. Sure they lost under the old sytem,
especially in the last couple oi years, but not too long before that the same system did an awful lot of
wmr rig lot Ihcm.
The low team morale bas a subtler basis, and that basis can also be said to have an influence on fan
cont. on p. 13

Co-Captain Sue Levin in action. Levin did superlative work as the
point guard against Smith.
„ .
' photobYjonLester

Fencers Even On Week
because of a back injury) the
By Nick Noble
The Trinity Fencing Team went Bantam swordspeople romped
1-1 this past week, with identical 20- Fairfield on the enemy's home turf.
The Trinity women, Rowena
7 scores in each contest. Against
Yale both the Foil arid the Epee Summers, Marianne Miller, Janice
squads were stymied by the Wilkos, and Teresa Payne, were
superior Eli fencers, but the in- triumphant to the tune of 11-5 and
trepid sabre band managed some demonstrated good form.
For"the men Co-Captain Kevin
big wins in an otherwise
discouraging loss. Co-Captain Childress, John Cryan, and Bill
Steve Butler went 5-0 against his Engel were the Foil trio. The Epee
New Haven opponent, the only squad consisted of Peter Paulsen,
Dan Schlenoff, and Mide Gould.
Trinity shutout on the day.
The Trinity Women's Foil The Sabre faction featured Coquartet also lost to Yale by a 13-3 Captain Steve Butler, Robert
Doran, and Dave Felber.
margin, but looked impressive.
The next home fencing clash is
Directed by dynamic Ken
Crowe (silting out the week Wednesday against UConn.
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TRINITY PACKAGE STORE
CHOICE WINES &. LIQUORS
jij'JOHN W. DULKA.

PROP.

219 NEW BRITAIN
HARTFORD. CONN.•:•:

(corner Henry St. next to Cm ner Tap) ••:;
. :'£. '• '•

Unbeaten Men's Squash Takes Mason Tourney
Hie Return Of Captain Storch Inspires Victorious Racqueteers
by Peter Bennett

Ferris Athletic Center.
On Friday, the Bantams
The Trinity Bantam Varsity
"Squash team uppedits record to 7- destroyed Hobart 84. Trinity was
0 over the weekend with their sparked by the play of Page
victory in the John Mason Round •Lansdale and Scott Friedman, who
Robin Tournament held at the convincingly triumphed over their

Hobart adversaries. Later in the
day the Bantams
crushed
Wesleyan 9-0, receiving strong
performances from Rob Dudley
and Peter DeRose.
On Saturday, Trinity continued
to exhibit their superior ability with
9-0 victories over Colby and
Bowdoin to bring their tournament
game record to an incredible 35-1.
The Colby match was highlighted
by the play of John Burchenal and
Jamie Webb, who handily defeated
their respective opponents.
Standout performers in the
Bowdoin match included Chris
Morphy, Rich Kermond, and John
Scott.

——
"-

The tournament marked the Again the Bantams were led by ih(
return of Captain Andy Storch, play of Page Landsale and S«
who has not played the past two Friedman. The following day thtr
years because of injuries. Storch traveled, to Amherst and returns
was successful in his long-awaited 7-2 winners, with John Burchens
return to action, as he won both of and Rob Dudley losing hard iou^
the matches he played. Coach matches. The Bantams compiec
Sutherland commented, "The kids an amazing 51-3 game record Is
played extremely well. They were week in their six match victories
the class of the tournament." He which kept their hopes (or at
cited the return of Andy Storch as undefeated season alive, This wl
being a great emotional lift for the will be an important test lor ilii
team, as did Page Lansdale, who Bants, as they face highly tnU
. said "It's great to see Andy coming Yale at home on Jan. 31 at 7:00.SK
around. He's worked so hard."
compete in another Round Rote
Last Wednesday the Trinity Tournament on Feb. 2 c
Bantams squared off against M.I.T. Wesleyan, featuring Stony Brook
and came out on top of a 9-0 score, Franklin and Marshall, Cornell
and Wesleyan.
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Men's Swini Squad Wallops JJxion
In Season's Premier Meet

The Men's Varsity Swim Team 11,000 yards (6'/J miles a day). One
opened their 197? campaign in Saturday* the team undertook an
grand fashion as they-mauled the unbelievable feat—a hundred 100
Manwolves of Union 70-38 at the yd. swims on time intervals from
Trowbridge Pool last Wednesday. 1:20 to 7:00. According to McPhee,
The win marked the impressive "The 100-100's set was an imdebut of new Head Swim Coach mense physical and mental chalRob Dudley
Chet McPhee, whose leadership lenge. However, the guys hung in
Page Lansdale
photo by John Leisenring
inspired
super performances from and everyone finished. The two
photo by John Leisenring all of the swimmers. The going on the interval 1:20 were only
momentum from the win will getting 5 seconds rest for each 100.
hopefully carry throughout the That was nearly a 10,000 yd.
season as Trin tias.a decent chance straight swim. After Saturday, the
' team -pilUeti'--'tbgether-'an$,- wrer,e
to post at least a .500 record; ,
TOS no;
.
convinced" that anything was year. The M s f e ^ ^
possible by putting your head down counted on to win but the tone of
The seeds for 1979 were sown
the meet and possibly the upand phasing out the pain."
her opponent.
By Nfck Noble
during the second week in January
coming season was being set.
Bowdoin was the hardest fought as the team engaged in eight
This weekend the Women's match-up of the weekend. Still, double-session practices. Each day
The TTin-Union matchup was
Varsity Squash Team absolutely Trinity prevailed, dropping only the mermen swam an average of forecast, as a nip-and-tuck battle.
For all intents and P u r P 0 ^' l h e
dominated the opposition at the one match. The most exciting
meet was over' after the 1000 yQ.
Wesleyan Invitational Round encounter of the two day Tourney
Freestyle. Trin was pegged to ga«
Robin Tourney, and upped their took place during this fracas. Nina
only a second. However, Rob Cat
unbeaten record to 4-0.
and Rich Katzman booked F
McLane found herself down by two
their foe after 600 yds:to ga.«fir'
Wesleyan, Middlebury, and sefs, then she rallied with a fine
• Bowdoin were the conquered display of racqueteering and .took
and second- and ; 8 i v e ' T n i ^ .
nations. Only the Bowdoin scrap , the Polar Bear in five.
surmountable 15-1 lead. C P
was close at all, and the Bantam
Kent Reilly burned-to. a first"»»'
This afternoon (Tuesday) the
200 Free in 1:53.3, whilst LenAJ
racquet-women took that tilt 64. Women's Squash Team takes on
The Trin team swept both of the Vassar away, and on Thursday
continued Trin's string of firsts*_
remaining encounters.
Middlebury appears again, this
a win in the 50 Free. <W
Wesleyan was a comfortable time on Trinity turf, at 4:30. The
McKeehan
triumph. Not much effort was strong squad has high hopes of
race-. Co-capt.
,
ml!t
required to nail the lid firmly down continuing their undefeated streak.
vanquished his foes i n the W '
upon the Cardinal coffin. MidThen this coming weekend
in 2 : l 2 . 4 a s Elgunise took
dlebury was slightly tougher. Trin's Women Squash stars do
Debbie Kunhardt's match went to battle for the coveted Howe Cup at
Trin led 34-11 g .
five sets before she finally topped Yale.
diving where Randy Bra.

Women's Squash Wins
Wesleyan Tourney, Now 4-(

Chefs Chicks Swamped By Smith 87-43

Itf

Chet's Chicks started out the
New Year with a trip to Smith
along with the women's basketball
team. The Chicks, traveling with a
diminished squad due to sickness,
were dealt their first loss of the
season by a very tough opponents.
Despite the loss, there were a
number of first rate performances.
Tini
Peiser,
a
freshman
phenomenon, started off the meet
with a splash when sjie swam .a
personal best time in the 500 yd.
Free, 6:18.35. She also set a new
school record in the 100 yd.
Backstroke
(1:12.22).
Anne
Montgomery swam a personal best
in the.||Q0 yd. Free. Margd
TamoneyVi'another freshman, set a
personalrecQrd in the 50 yd Back
(35.7).
Denise Jones took first in. the
two breaststroke events. Joy
Tomlinson, super senior cocaptain, flew past the Smith

Bananas in the 50yd. Fly to take
another first for the Chicks. Janet
Rathburn picked up valuable points
in the required and optional diving
events. Gail Goldbloom and Tory
Aronow contributed to a 1-2-3sweep in the 100 yd. Breaststroke
with time of 1:21,3 and 1:21.4,
respectively. Co-capt. Lander Drew
scored in the 100 IM.
Trinity entered 2 strong teams
in the final relay event. The team
consisting of Montgomery, Peiser,
Tomlinson and Drew annihilated
the Smith team with a time of
1:54.7. The final score was Smith
87, Trinity 43.
Last night Chet's Chicks took
on Holy Cross (a re-scheduled
contest). The results were too late
to be included in today's .Tripod,
Tomorrow they travel to Wesleyan,
and Saturday they engineer a trek
toM.LT.
""

a-one-two
{
Trin's seventh win in a row
200 Fly in a great time:ot • •
Hinton conquered the 100 Free ^

m

*t*.^ J L

'WSW'

fashl
an
impressive
°"nise
McKeehan gained third.
^
and Katzman stroked to a
^
and third place finish m
backstroke. Reilly locked h.shanjn

on first place in the 5W
hf
5:16.2 to g»in his second ttl rfl;
day. (Hinton also double^" 8
Calgi perceived thii'd.

Randy Brainerd prepares to dive against Union, his fee wrapped
in a brace. Despite the handicap Brainerd led the Aquaanun to a 1-2
sweep of the diving. The fact that no one from Union ?';,ive against

hhnhadtohelp.Httle.

"JC" Chandler and ^
v
Huffer stroked 200 Breast to_» h(s
three finish with "JC '°'l? tenb)vi
time from infinity to 2:43. u\
gyrated to fiist in t t i e , °P((aCk.
diving to close out Tnns a
With the 70-38 win in their po<the Ducks look to We d n " 1( , v3n
meet against Wesleyan. we- •
has been tabbed as the ta
.
However, under McPhee's_inspi
leadership, with a moisi \
formance Trin could shoot
the Cardinals.
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